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Chapter 471 – Coming events cast their shadows before them 

The imperial palace was quite massive. Palace halls towered one after another in a dignified and 

majestic manner. There were tens of divine formations laid out that were interconnected. As soon as 

they were activated, it would definitely shock the world and cause the supernatural to weep. 

A faint smile rested on the corners of Shi Hao’s lips as he patiently waited. However, in the end, no one 

barged in. The three sects’ cultivators were all acting cautiously. 

“Reporting to Your Majesty. Someone has made contact with the eighth prince, eleventh princess, and 

others.” A golden guard entered the central heavenly palace to make this report. The spacious and 

glorious main hall resounded with his voice. 

Shi Hao’s face remained tranquil. He was quiet and didn’t say anything. 

“You may withdraw.” Peng Nine said. 

This was an inside report, information sent from men working in secret. Only when the problems 

became extremely grave would this type of force be used. 

Shi Hao carefully read the secret letter that was brought over. Then, he handed it to Peng Nine and the 

War King. Their faces were expressionless, making the atmosphere in the main hall become a bit tense. 

“The old emperor lived honestly and powerfully, but there are some sons and daughters who are truly 

disappointing. For the sake of taking the throne for themselves, they truly dare to do anything…” The 

War King’s eyebrows locked together. 

“It is just a few sons and daughters. The others are still fine.” Shi Hao spoke up. 

“Emperor, what are your plans?” The old guard Peng Nine asked. 

“If they don’t cross that line, then I won’t target them. If they act too excessively, then the law will be 

carried out mercilessly.” Shi Hao calmly spoke. 

There were many stalks of spiritual medicines planted in the imperial palace, many precious techniques 

stored in the law temple, and even countless rare items in the treasury. However, they had all been 

visited by these imperial children, and many things were taken out by them. n()0𝚟𝓮𝗅𝗯1n 

Shi Hao didn’t look into these matters too much, because in the end, they were still the children of the 

previous emperor. However, if these people went too far, then he wouldn’t show them any more 

kindness. 

Near a garden that was close to the city walls, a group of cultivators from the Immortal Mountain was 

holding a secret discussion. Qin Ling appeared to be stirred up and incomparably furious as he loudly 

lashed out about something. 

“He is too excessive! I went there to persuade him with kind words, yet he treated me with such 

coldness. Even that old guard dared to berate me. The little Stone was looking at me from such a high 

position. What does he treat me as?” 



When he went to the imperial palace to serve as an emissary, he was under great pressure the entire 

time. He was crushed by Shi Hao’s imposing aura, and his mind and spirit received severe torment. Even 

now, he was still afflicted with lingering fear. 

Qin Ling was naturally unsatisfied. As he discussed with the powerful individuals from his clan, he was 

extremely angry. So what if he was the human emperor? They represented the eternal Immortal 

Mountain! 

“Calm yourself.” An elder sitting on top of a praying mat spoke. When he opened his eyes, two streaks 

of lightning streaked through the air. 

Within the courtyard, a small bridge that was situated within a pavilion flowed with water. The scenery 

was extremely graceful and exquisite. 

Another middle-aged individual spoke, saying, “Within him flows half of our Immortal Mountain’s 

bloodline. How great of an opportunity is this?! We can bring him back to pay his respects to the 

ancestors and return to the sect. This way, it would be a victory without conflict, and we can also control 

his Stone Country. Then, we can improve our control over the wasteland region and search for what we 

need.” 

“It’s useless.” Qin Ling shook his head. He had already calmed down, no longer being as emotional. With 

an extremely impartial assessment, he said, “Even if he were to fall under our control, he would remain 

happy and carefree like in the Void God Realm, but as soon as we touch upon things where his principles 

lie, he will act domineeringly without any room for leeway, let alone allowing us to control a country.” 

The middle-aged man frowned. “If this type of genius doesn’t enter our Immortal Mountain, how much 

of a pity would that be? Wu, right, I had heard that there is a married couple on the mountains that 

seem to be his parents. What exactly is going on? Why has it become such a great secret within the 

clan?” 

“There are some matters you shouldn’t ask about. Even I don’t understand it too clearly. The sect 

master has his plans, and when the second tribulation descends, that couple will most likely enter the 

higher realms.” The elder sitting on the praying mat spoke. He was a supreme expert with extremely 

high status. 

“The willpower of a youth isn’t that strong. If you just push him a bit, it will succeed.” Another elder took 

a sip of his tea, and after thinking for a bit, he slowly spoke. He was also a supreme expert. “I have heard 

previously that there are some geniuses from the higher realms that are going to descend. At that time, 

we could allow the little Stone to meet with some noble women and see the extravagance of the higher 

realms. Regardless of whether it is the people there or the precious techniques, they will all make him 

excited. At that time, he might change his mind and request our Immortal Mountain for entry into the 

higher realms.” 

“Those great figures are going to send their descendants to inspect the eight region entrapment?” The 

eyebrows of the elder sitting on the praying mat jumped. 

The elder on the other side nodded. When the others saw this, they all felt fearful. The matter of the 

higher realms’ geniuses and noble women inspecting this lower realm would definitely be a huge 

matter. 



Further talks on this topic ended, because it was related to too much. Normally people didn’t dare to 

talk about it, so avoiding it was for the best. 

“The Heaven Mending Sect and Western Sect might decide to enter the imperial city and carry out their 

intimidation. What will our Immortal Mountain do?” A moment later, the middle-aged man asked the 

two supreme experts for instructions. 

“Even though half of the little Stone’s bloodline is that of the Immortal Mountain’s, the youth’s 

accomplishments have made him too brash, so he ought to face a bit of suffering and receive a beating. 

When the time comes, we will take action again and save his life. At that time, he will be much more 

obedient.” A supreme expert spoke. 

The elder on the praying mat nodded and said, “In the imperial palace, he still has some methods. With 

the imperial draconic energy around him, it is enough to deal with a supreme expert. However, the 

Heaven Mending Sect and Western Sect will definitely reveal enough power, so there is no way for him 

to defend against it all. We should go as well and release more pressure as supreme experts. He is quite 

smart, so he should make the correct choice.” 

“Even though he has my clan’s bloodline, the youth is too insolent and needs a beating. After he 

experiences some suffering, we will interfere. That way, he will understand how to cherish things.” The 

middle-aged individual nodded. 

Inside of another garden, the Western Sect’s cultivators were comparatively quieter. It was to the point 

where the people there all didn’t seem to say much. 

“Are the two supreme experts going to pay the imperial palace a visit?” Someone asked. 

“Yes.” The reply was extremely concise without any excessive words. 

“This ought to be the way. How many changes in the imperial courts has our Western Sect seen over the 

years? Yet all of them were annihilated during the endless passage of time. It is just a Stone Country 

whose history is like a splash of water in the flow of time. Basically insignificant.” A youngster spoke. 

Inside the Western Sect, everyone had short hair that wasn’t longer than an inch in length. They were all 

cultivators that emphasized body refinement. 

The lively ones were mostly youngsters, and when someone spoke, the others also expressed their 

opinions of discontentment. 

The grand Western Sect had existed through the passage of time and looked down on the eight regions. 

Not long ago, they were actually forced out from the imperial capital by a single youth. This was 

completely humiliating. 

“I feel like we should ask a few more old ancestors to descend to tear apart this capital city and kick him 

out from the imperial palace. Otherwise, how could we dissolve the current humiliation?” 

“Indeed, we ought to suppress him with power and overturn him with a single slap, defeating him in 

front of the eyes of the world!” 

A few youngsters spoke. Their words did not contain good intentions, clearly taking the earlier great 

defeat to heart. They wanted to completely restore their dignity and suppress the little Stone. 



The cultivators of the Heaven Mending Sect were in discussion as well. Among them, an elder frowned, 

because the middle-aged daoist nun had already left for a long time without returning. She might even 

miss the period of ‘palace entry’. 

A golden war chariot sped along, leaving behind dazzling light on the streets. Eight vicious beasts pulled 

it along, and their trampling made the ground tremble and release rumbling sounds. 

Those walking on the streets all moved out of the way in alarm. This golden chariot possessed a 

madness as it rushed towards the imperial palace. A demonic aura surged. 

“That’s the eighth prince’s gilded chariot! Is he going to enter the imperial palace? What awe-inspiring 

might!” 

Recently, words have travelled about quickly, and there were quite a few rumors. This prince had also 

leaked information intentionally, stating that there was an issue with the little Stone succeeding the 

throne, and that he was a fake emperor. 

A purple carriage sped past in a stable and low-profile manner. It sparked another wave of discussion, 

but it was favorable commentary. 

This was the fifteenth prince who ordinarily was open-minded and never put on airs. The impression the 

imperial capital’s people had of him was quite excellent. 

“Yi, fifteenth prince is also entering the palace. What is going on?” The people were confused. 

Inside the central heavenly palace, Shi Hao sat there quietly. After waiting for a long time, none of the 

three sects’ experts came, and a few princes and princesses arrived one after another. 

Shi Hao remained indifferent, and Peng Nine sighed. Through the monitoring formation, he could sense 

that these individuals’ motives weren’t pure. 

The eighth prince entered the imperial palace and continuously used a secret method to observe the 

underground formation to get to the bottom of things. Even though his actions were discreet, how could 

they escape Shi Hao’s notice? 

“The three sects’ cultivators are quite prudent and careful…” Peng Nine said softly. They unexpectedly 

didn’t invade forcefully and chose to send their representative princes and princesses to observe the 

situation first. 

“These people, sigh!” The War King sighed. Despite everything, he could still be considered a distant 

uncle of these people. 

“Allow them to look as carefully as they want!” Shi Hao said. When these individuals entered the palace, 

he already anticipated things were as such. Holding the precious imprint, he altered the world and 

changed everything. 

The eighth prince smiled. As he walked about, he saw many symbols. The formations that were 

destroyed during the great calamity hadn’t been completely repaired, and everything was as he 

predicted. 



After entering the heavenly temple, he became extremely arrogant. He stood there without kneeling 

and said, “I won’t recognize you as the new emperor. This is the foundation my father the emperor left 

behind, and that decree was forged!” 

Shi hao stared down at him coldly from his throne, not saying anything. 

“Esteemed nephew, why are you doing this.” The War King looked at him while speaking. 

“Since a fake emperor seized my Stone Country’s great position, I naturally wouldn’t accept it. Why can’t 

I say these things?” The eighth prince coldly opposed. 

“Do you truly think that I won’t kill you?!” Seated up on top, Shi Hao calmly looked down on him. His 

voice wasn’t great, it still made the eighth prince break out in a cold shiver. He couldn’t help but back 

up. 

“As soon as you succeed the throne, you immediately want to massacre the late emperor’s 

descendants? How will the people in this world look upon you? I’m sure they will think of you as vicious 

and heartless!” said the eighth prince. This was also partly where his confidence lay. 

Of course, the main reason was because he had the support of the foreign great sects backing him. 

“For the previous emperor, having this type of child is truly a humiliation. Not only did you not think of 

protecting the country’s land, you’ve submitted yourself to foreign powers, daring to act as a puppet 

and opening up the doors for them. I’m sure the previous emperor has his feelings about your actions!” 

“You…” The eighth prince was so terrified he began to take steps backwards. From start to finish, when 

he looked at that youth, he felt a fear from the depths of his soul. 

“Get lost! Shut yourself up and think about your mistakes, or else you can’t blame me for being 

merciless!” Shi Hao released a short shout, shocking the eighth prince so much his fine hairs stood on 

end and his scalp went numb. His lips trembled, but he wasn’t able to say anything. He turned around 

and left. 

At this moment, there was a great fear within him. He truly felt as if there was danger to his life, fearing 

that Shi Hao would kill him with a raise of his hand. 

“Won’t amount to much.” Behind him, Shi Hao’s voice sounded, but the prince didn’t dare to return a 

single sentence. 

Then, the eleventh princess, fifteenth prince, seventeenth prince and a few others entered the central 

heavenly palace one after another to have an audience with the emperor. However, they all appeared to 

be respectful on the surface, admitting Shi Hao to have succeeded the country’s inheritance. 

However, they all secretly sized up various places within the imperial palace and carefully looked about 

to see what was happening with the formations. They all received satisfactory answers. 

When these individuals left one after another, the War King and Peng Nine immediately left to deal with 

the situation. They told the other guards to be careful and quietly avoid the incoming turbulent 

situation. 



Shi Hao kept watch within the central heavenly palace and said to himself, “The three sects moved the 

princes and princesses to come and search around. Are they going to start their plan to kill me? I’m 

waiting! However many that come, is however many I’ll kill!” 

Chapter 472 – Going Too Far 

The setting sun seemed to be dyed in blood, filling the sky with clouds of fiery color. 

However, when this type of fiery red color scattered down on the imperial palace, it instead made it look 

more sacred. It made the palace halls that were lined with golden edges seem exceptionally peaceful 

and auspicious. 

It made it seem just like the ancient dwelling of a deity secluded deep within the mountains. 

This was an incredibly strange feeling. This place was clearly the imperial capital of a country, yet right 

now, there was this type of strange feeling that was extraordinarily tranquil and propitious. 

The majestic imperial city flowed with golden luster under the setting sun, as if it was in a land of 

fantasy. The city appeared grand and majestic, as if the emperor of the divine realm had descended here 

and taken residence within. 

Hong! 

The tranquility had been shattered. The floor lightly trembled, and from the distance, dozens of people 

walked over. The few in the lead radiated with precious light. Divine rings surrounded their bodies, 

making them look just like deities in a world of dust. 

The ground trembled, caused by a single step from the one in the lead. The imperial city covered in the 

sunset glow shook. It was extremely astonishing. 

The Heaven Mending Sect, Western Sect, and Immortal Mountain’s cultivators had arrived as a group. 

There were five supreme experts total, each one with their own character and integrity. Their bodies 

shone with radiance as resplendent divine light surrounded them. 

They arrived before the city walls. As they gazed into the imperial palace within, their eyes flickered with 

radiance. The great changes of time could be seen within them, as well as a threatening killing intent. 

Five great supreme experts took action together. Just the fluctuations created by this alone, this type of 

aura, would be enough to make all of heaven and earth tremble. It terrified one to the soul! 

On top of the city walls, regardless of whether it was the soldiers or the generals, they were all shaking. 

It wasn’t that they were feeling cowardice, but rather a type of suppression that originated from their 

soul. It made people feel as if they were as insignificant as ants, as if they were raising their heads to 

gaze upon deities. 

The difference in level between them was too great. When the supreme experts descended, this type of 

pressure was incomparable and impossible to resist. Many people on the city walls felt their bodies go 

weak. 



After entering the Supreme Expert Realm, they would exceed the ordinary and truly break free from the 

world of mortals. They were set up on high, far above the lower great cultivator realms, as if they were 

standing on the heavenly palace. 

When supreme experts became angry, the world would change color. Mountains would shatter, and 

oceans would dry up. This was their great might! 

Normally, it was rare to even see a supreme expert, even if it was a place like the Archaic Divine 

Mountains. This was also a type of enormous intimidating force. Supreme experts refrained from 

stepping in the vulgar world of mortals and usually cultivated in isolation. 

With the passing of the great calamity, there were no supreme experts to be seen in the wasteland 

region. However today, five came at once to enter the imperial palace. This was just like the heavens 

caving in! 

Who could obstruct them? This simply wasn’t something within their power! 

No matter how powerful Shi Hao was, previously, it was just a single middle-aged daoist nun supreme 

expert. Faced with five individuals, he would undoubtedly die without any chances of survival. 

“Open the city gates.” The elder in the lead came from the Western Sect. He had inch length hair that 

stood like steel needles. His body was a bronze color and throbbing with divine light. 

With just a casual sentence, a group of people on the city walls spat out a large mouthful of blood. This 

type of pressure was just too terrifying and simply impossible to contend against. 

“Open the formation!” A general shouted loudly. 

The entire imperial city was considered the residence of the human emperor, so there were naturally 

many mysterious formations here. The symbols on the wall lit up, forming a screen of light to protect 

the imperial family’s inner city. 

“Some small trick.” 

The Western Sect’s supreme expert moved his finger, and a white light shot out, striking the city gates’ 

high levels. It began to burn fiercely like raging flames, suppressing all of the symbols here and making 

them all become dim. 

“Just some damaged divine formation. It’s missing divine materials, you all still dare to bring this out to 

block our path?” In the back, a youngster sneered. 

With the appearance of the supreme experts, these soldiers’ cultivation levels weren’t enough. How 

could they control the damaged great divine formation? In the eyes of the three sects’ cultivators, it 

couldn’t even stop their footsteps and was simply a vain action. 

“Activate the formation!” The general shouted out once again. 

On top of the city walls, symbols flickered again, and a vague divine aura wafted out. It began to shine 

incomparably brilliantly. The entire wall became sparkling and translucent, as if it was carved out of 

precious stones. 



“Yi, it truly is a pity. Only a portion of it was fixed, and all types of bizarre treasures have to be burned up 

to activate the formation. This is just too wasteful.” 

In the rear, a supreme expert nodded and spoke. 

Terrifying energy was released from the city walls, blocking their steps. This was the power of ancient 

deities. It quickly revived, turning this place into one of impenetrable defense. 

“It still won’t stop me from proceeding.” The Western Sect’s supreme expert spoke. A black alms bowl 

appeared in his hands, and it began to shine, releasing strands of auspicious multicolored light. 

“Divine magical artifact!” On top of the city walls, everyone became horrified. The alms bowl flew up 

and gradually increased in size. It changed from black to gold and pressed downwards, causing the 

entire city gate to rumble with noise. It seemed to be on the verge of collapsing. 

All of the symbols vanished, and it would be difficult to produce another defensive screen. 

All of the soldiers felt their bodies going weak. Under the powerful might of supreme experts and their 

divine magical weapons, they were as weak as ants. The fluctuations they released made them feel like 

they were suffocating. 

The Western Sect’s supreme expert had already withdrawn his alms bowl, but his own body’s 

fluctuations continuously poured out like a vast sea. Normal people couldn’t defend themselves against 

this tremendous force. 

Not even the generals of the city walls could endure the pressure. Their legs went weak, and they fell 

powerlessly to the ground, their bodies convulsing. This type of power was too frightening, making them 

feel as if they were about to explode. 

Even if king level figures came, they would experience the same thing. This was where the great 

confidence of a supreme expert lied. A single thought could devour everything and dye tens of 

thousands of li with blood. 

For an existence like this, they could disappear into the horizon in the blink of an eye. With a single 

breath, they could suck countless creatures into their mouths and devour everything. 

When one reached this level of power, it was hard to keep them in check with the power of the mortal 

world. They were practically invincible. Wiping out a clan or or breaking into an enormous city only took 

a thought. 

“It seems like the little Stone’s skill is a bit poor, unable to even fix the city walls completely, yet he still 

wants to carry out a defense. We are in a realm of our own.” A supreme expert spoke from behind. 

“Fellow seniors, what is your intention? This is our Stone Country’s imperial restricted area. We ask that 

you stop.” On top of the city walls, a general spoke with difficulty. His face was deathly white under the 

pressure, his complexion lacking redness. 

“When a supreme expert appears in the world, where can’t they go? So what if it is a country’s imperial 

city? Tell that little Stone to come out and greet us.” The supreme expert from the Heaven Mending Sect 

spoke. 



On top of the city walls, the people were furious. Even though they weren’t a match for this power, they 

still felt resentful, feeling like this was a type of humiliation. This was the important place of a country’s 

imperial family, yet it was invaded by others just like that. 

“Open the city gates!” A supreme expert from the Immortal Mountain spoke out. His voice was calm, 

but it carried a great imposing might. 

“We will not open them!” A soldier shouted loudly in an extremely brave manner. 

“Not going to open them? Then I’ll do it myself,” said the Western Sect’s supreme expert. His hand 

formed an imprint that resembled a divine lion. With a rumbling sound, a golden lion flew out from his 

finger and smashed into the city gate. 

Heaven and earth suddenly contorted. A tremendous earthquake ran out through the imperial city. If 

the other supreme experts didn’t restrain this power, a calamity would definitely have happened to the 

imperial city.. Countless houses might have collapsed. 

Meanwhile, inside the city, the imperial family’s city wall cracked apart. As the enormous gates suffered 

all types of flickering of symbols, it ultimately collapsed. 

On top of the city, many soldiers’ eyes went red. They were bullying others intolerably! Where would 

you find the imperial palace of a country invaded in this type of manner? What did they treat this type 

of place as? 

“You all… how could you do this?!” The war generals shouted angrily. 

The five supreme experts coldly swept their eyes over them. These people all felt as if they were struck 

by thunder, and then they quickly spat out large mouthfuls of blood. Then, they continuously backed up, 

once again falling down on the city walls. 

The supreme experts were so unfathomably powerful. Forget about these soldiers, not even a group of 

kings could do anything. They would similarly cough out blood while retreating in defeat. 

A few courageous soldiers were about to roar out and risk it all here, but they were stopped by a 

general. He berated them loudly, telling them that they weren’t allowed to act impetuously. 

Several generals had received secret messages from the new emperor. They were to allow these 

supreme experts to act in this manner and ignore the supreme experts as they entered. They were 

forbidden from risking their lives. At this crucial point, continuing any further would make things more 

dangerous. 

“All of you are to act obediently. Do not make stupid mistakes and pointlessly throw away your lives.” 

The Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert coldly swept a gaze over them. 

Then, these individuals entered the imperial city, proceeding towards the enormous palaces one after 

another. They all carried a faint smile. It could truly be said that they were in a realm of their own. 

“Stone Country’s imperial city is just level ground that is easy to walk through. How can it stop the 

footsteps of supreme experts.” 



Behind the supreme experts were their own disciples. They were brought here to learn through 

experience. One of them ruthlessly ridiculed and spoke this sentence. 

“So what if it’s the restricted land of an imperial family? It’s as if we are walking on smooth ground. Isn’t 

it just the imperial family of the mortal world?” 

Hearing these words, all of the soldiers that guarded the city seethed in anger. Their blood boiled, and 

they truly wanted to rush up and engage in war. However, after being strictly reprimanded by the 

generals, they were all stopped.” 

“Truly unwilling! My Stone Country’s imperial family’s most important place is being blasphemed by 

these people and humiliated in such a way!” A veteran was so angry he spat out blood. 

The five supreme experts’ faces expressions were cold and indifferent as they walked forward. There 

were no expressions to be seen on their faces as they made their way through several enormous palaces 

and headed towards the depths of the city. 

Their disciples all burst into loud laughter, showing great contempt towards the veterans on the city 

walls. As they followed along, they felt extremely carefree, completely dispelling the heavy atmosphere 

they felt before. 

After all, the three sects’ cultivators had been chased out from this place before. Now that they had 

returned, they were able to blow off some steam, making them feel extremely joyous. 

“Little Stone, did you run away?” The Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert said coldly. Not only did 

the imperial palace tremble, it reverberated through all of Stone Country Capital like thunder. 

This was precisely the effect he was going for, making everyone understand that the new emperor was 

just a trifling thing in the eyes of a supreme expert. They could unbridledly slaughter their way into the 

imperial palace and use power to suppress the new emperor. 

At this moment, all of Stone Capital was quiet. Everyone stopped their breathing. The imperial capital’s 

atmosphere was incredibly tense. 

“I, the emperor am here. I will not tolerate all of your impudence!” A dignified voice sounded. Shi Hao’s 

voice was similarly like thunder, resounding through the capital city. 

“Since you didn’t flee, then young emperor, why don’t you hurry and welcome us.” The great voice 

sounded, rumbling through the skies. 

The draconic energy around the central heavenly palace surged. Golden multicolored light rushed into 

the heaven, and the sound of swords clashing rang through the air, shaking the heavens and the earth. 

The sunset glow was completely scattered. 

A youth wearing golden battle clothes appeared. In his hand was a divine magical sword, and on his back 

was the country guarding divine halberd. His black hair scattered behind him, and his gaze pierced out 

like lightning, fixated on the five great supreme experts that barged in. 

“All of you are courting death!” 



It was just a simple phrase, yet it brought about a ‘great might’ that was hard to describe with words. A 

tremendous might surrounded heaven and earth, as if a celestial emperor was standing tall in this place! 

When the five great supreme experts heard this, their eyes all became ice cold. When people looked 

past the many enormous palaces separating them and saw the power the youth was exerting, how the 

seemingly omnipresent golden light around him made him look like the lord of deities, they couldn’t 

help but feel startled. 

However, soon after, they became relieved again. With the five great supreme experts here, who could 

stop them? The divine formations here had already been ruined in the great calamity. Even with 

materials, who could repair all of the divine level formations in such a short period of time? Moreover, 

the Stone Clan’s treasury had already been emptied by the imperial princes and princesses under their 

support, and quite a bit of it ended up in the three sects’ hands. 

Backing up a step, even if the little Stone was heaven defying and restored the great formations, so 

what? They had long received a portion of the great formation diagram, so they were completely 

fearless. 

“Little Stone, you are too conceited. You are obstinate and self-opinionated, unlike how a human 

emperor should be. Hurry up and come here. There are matters to discuss regarding the title of 

emperor.” A supreme expert coldly said. 

Some addressed him as the little Stone, others addressed him as a young emperor. There was no 

respect at all, and they were going to abolish the emperor as well. They truly went too far. In addition, 

all of them had apathetic expressions on their faces. For them, everything was under their control. 

“I only have a single sentence for all of you.” 

An aura of war surged around Shi Hao’s body. As he stood in front of the central heaven palace, he 

coldly looked at everyone and said, “Complete execution!” 

Chapter 473 – The Outstanding Beheads the Supreme Expert 

These words were extremely shocking. Everyone felt their minds tremble! 

Shi Hao wore golden battle clothes and stood under the sunset glow with the divine magical sword in 

hand. His dark black hair shone, and his eyes looked deep; he appeared extremely valiant. 

The setting sun dyed the skies in bloody light. This war deity like youth intercepted these five great 

supreme experts. He possessed an intimidating grandeur that left everyone feeling greatly moved. 

However, at this crucial point, the three sects’ cultivators definitely weren’t willing to look inferior. 

This was true especially for those proud and arrogant young cultivators. These were all disciples of 

supreme experts, or else they wouldn’t have been brought along to gain experience. They all carried 

great hostility. 

A young lady with a pretty appearance pretended to be in shock and cried out sarcastically, “What 

egotistical words! To want to kill five supreme experts, is he dreaming? Even if he is a reincarnated 

deity, it’s impossible for someone of his current age.” 



“Perhaps he really thinks of himself as a reincarnated deity. Maybe he is thinking about his past life.” 

Someone added while roaring with laughter. 

When the others heard this, they all laughed along. 

The five supreme experts remained silent, their expressions apathetic. They looked beyond the 

enormous palaces and looked at the sparkling and resplendent youth standing alone in the sunset glow. 

He was currently looking down on everyone. Regardless of whether they carried animosity, they all 

couldn’t help but sigh. This was a youth with heaven warping talent! 

This type of attitude and elegance formed the divine appearance of a great daoist. The natural laws and 

the world resonated together, and his essence drew close with dao, causing his entire body to flow with 

brilliant luster, making him appear bright and heroic in appearance. 

“Even though he looks unordinary, it is just an outer handsomeness. He’s probably only normal on the 

inside. To dare act arrogant in front of supreme experts, he’s doomed to fall and have his head broken.” 

One of the young cultivators from the three sects ridiculed out of envy. 

Shi Hao never gave them a single look from start to finish. His eyes only saw the five supreme experts. 

They stood on the opposing side, all of them feeling his great power. The space between them formed 

its own domain. 

These youngsters were all the supreme experts’ personal disciples, yet now, they were completely 

ignored, leaving them feeling rather wronged. 

Of course, their knowledge and experiences weren’t ordinary. They could feel the mysterious energy 

emitted from Shi Hao which left them shivering inwardly. Their goal was only to disturb the little Stone 

and weaken his domain and make his mind falter, and as such, another individual spoke out, saying, 

“Little Stone, why aren’t you talking? Are you scared? I fear that it’s already too late for you.” 

“The so-called human emperor, in front of an eternal inheritance, is still only a joke. The three sects had 

existed since the ancient times and have seen many imperial courts rise and fall. Stone Country is merely 

a drop in the ocean, and you are just an emperor. Today, you will be kicked off your position of 

emperor.” Another person mocked. 

Finally, Shi Hao moved, releasing a cold glance. He looked at these people, and at this moment, it was as 

if two silver streaks of lightning tore through the sky and pierced towards them. 

The scalps of these youngsters all became numb, and their spirits trembled. What kind of pressure was 

this? They were so shaken that their souls swayed and almost left their bodies. 

This was especially true for the one that just spoke. He felt as if his soul had been struck by thunder. 

After being glanced upon, he immediately felt great fear. The beams of silver light slammed towards 

them like true dragons. 

Pu! 

Several people cried out loudly. They coughed out blood, and their bodies continuously staggered in 

reverse. 



This left those present horrified. It was just a look, yet it made them spit out blood from their mouths. 

What kind of might was this? These people’s faces turned pale. The other party was clearly younger 

than them, yet he possessed such great power. 

You have to understand that they were the supreme experts’ personal disciples, a group of extremely 

powerful youngsters. They also previously believed that they could look down on all others around 

them, yet the result was actually like this. 

The hearts of some people became gloomy. The little Stone’s accomplishments were so great that it was 

now impossible to catch up to him. He had long created a tremendous gap between himself and his 

peers. They couldn’t even be compared in the same category anymore. 

The current Shi Hao could only find enemies in supreme experts. If those around his age were 

mentioned, then that would truly become a joke. After understanding these things, this group of experts 

became depressed. 

Even as they were defeated, there were a few female disciples whose eyes swirled with light as they 

looked at Shi Hao with astonishment. This was a youth who was even younger than them, yet he was 

already so dazzling, actually being able to compete with their masters. 

“The awe-inspiring might you exert is quite impressive. However, you have only become a supreme 

expert through the help of the imperial dao draconic energy. Do you really think you can contend 

against us?” The Heaven Mending Sect’s elder spoke, his eyes carrying a deep and profound expression. 

Shi Hao remained calm and quiet. Even now, he upheld his honor and dignity, appearing calm and 

collected. Since these people already entered the imperial palace, he didn’t mind responding with great 

force. 

With a zheng sound, the golden magical sword was unsheathed, drawing a streak of glaring rainbow 

radiance. It illuminated the heavens as it pointed towards five supreme experts. War intent rose, and 

the clouds around him all began to move! 

In an instant, a wave of killing intent roiled over. It wasn’t just a single streak, but instead like a sea as it 

filled the skies. Everyone felt a chilliness that penetrated into their bones. 

The eyes of the Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert became cold. His entire body shone, turning 

into a divine flame that burned furiously to dissolve this killing intent and protect the youngsters behind 

him. 

“Refusing to turn away from your foolish ways!” He berated and took a step forward. 

“The one that doesn’t understand is you.” Even though Shi Hao wasn’t willing to reply excessively to 

them, he couldn’t just continue listening to them and not say anything himself. 

“My sect’s supreme expert is talking to you. Why aren’t you replying properly? You are acting ignorant!” 

From the back, a young disciple berated after hiding behind the Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert. 

“No matter. When several supreme experts take action together and suppress him together, he will 

understand how far above him the great eternal sects are. All of his glory will become nothing!” Another 

individual spoke. 



They all took shelter behind the supreme experts, and only then did they dare speak. Otherwise, it might 

truly be like before where just a glance from the other side would leave then trembling in fear and 

coughing out blood. 

“Noisy! There isn’t any place for you all to speak!” Shi Hao spoke, and his eyes swept out again. This 

time, he even took a step forward. 

A mysterious fluctuation rushed out, causing the ground to tremble violently. Those two individuals’ 

scalps became numb, and their eyes widened, revealing their incomparable horror. Two streaks of light 

had emerged from the ground and wrapped them up. 

Pu! 

In that instant, cracks appeared on their bodies, and their bodies collapsed inch by inch before turning 

into a bloody mist. They were then set aflame, forming a column of light, dying just like that. 

The five great supreme experts’ brows creased. Two of the disciples standing behind them died just like 

that. This type of unexpected situation that happened outside of their control left them feeling rather 

unwell. 

The other young experts all trembled. The little Stone killed two of them even while they were hiding 

behind the supreme experts. What kind of power was this? Their masters couldn’t even detect and stop 

the attack. 

They couldn’t help but shiver in fear. This place was too dangerous. If Shi Hao flipped out and unleashed 

a great slaughter, wouldn’t that mean that they would all immediately die here? 

These people came arrogantly, wishing to see the five supreme experts destroy the foundation of the 

new emperor and suppress him here. They were all acting complacently as they waited to see that 

scene. However, they never expected to suffer as soon as they met. 

Their bodies were feeling cold, and their faces had incredibly unpleasant expressions. 

“Your killing nature is too severe. Why don’t you enter my Western Sect? We can help you resolve your 

inner demons and allow you to truly comprehend the great dao.” A supreme expert from the Western 

Sect spoke. 

At the same time, the five supreme experts all shone, forming a divine barrier that surrounded all of the 

disciples. The resplendent screen provided additional defense. 

“Haha…” Shi Hao roared with laughter towards the sky. As his black hair danced about behind him, there 

was a type of craziness and overbearingness to his appearance. He shook his head and said, “You still 

have the delusion of changing me? Today, let me enlighten you one by one.” 

When he spoke up to this point, he walked forward, taking the initiative to welcome the five great 

supreme experts. Wave after wave of multicolored light surged beneath his feet. Golden dao lotuses 

bloomed one after another, producing a type of heroic and courageous aura. 

“Steps forming lotuses!” The others seemed calm, but the eyes of the Western Sects’ supreme experts 

contracted as they stared carefully. 



This type of phenomenon was truly astonishing. It was even difficult for supreme experts to create 

them. For the Western Sect, the meaning behind it was especially great, and the new emperor they 

wanted to deal with possessed this great might. The light of natural laws surged in a divine and 

untainted manner. 

“Little Stone, do not cause damage to things in your own interest. Come over and talk over things with 

us. The situation is not irredeemable.” The Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert spoke. 

When he spoke, he still used ‘little Stone’. Towards the current emperor, this was a type of contempt. 

Earlier, the topic of the human emperor being ousted was even brought up. This naturally caused Shi 

Hao’s eyes to become incredibly cold. 

“I killed the middle-aged daoist nun. Do you want to be next?!” This was Shi Hao’s reply. The golden 

magical sword in his hands trembled, hacking out a streak of resplendent light. It tore through the air 

with rumbling sounds. 

This expanse of light was too resplendent, and together with draconic aura, it was as if a golden sun was 

falling. Every single individual’s heart became heavy as they gasped. 

“She was killed?!” The Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert released a howl, unable to remain calm 

any longer. He immediately released a sudden change in expression. How precious were supreme 

experts? Even for an eternal great sect, this was still a great part of their strength that they normally 

would not make use of. 

Behind him, the others were also shocked. Many of them had seen Shi Hao defeat that daoist nun and 

chase her out from the imperial capital, but they never expected him to be able to kill her later on. 

“I don’t believe you! How could master have died?” A young female disciple screamed, seeming 

extremely terrified. Even such a powerful supreme expert died, making her feel great fear. 

The Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert didn’t have time to say anything else. His hands formed an 

imprint, and a fiery red Qilin rushed up to meet the great golden sun in the skies to defend against this 

terrifying attack. 

Hong! 

The sky and earth were turned upside down. An expanse of brilliant light erupted, casting down a rain of 

light that linked up heaven and earth; this place became a sea of divine force. The power of this strike 

was incomparably great, shaking everyone down to their souls. 

The youngsters behind the supreme experts cried out loudly. If not for the supreme experts’ bodies 

shining and forming the resplendent screen of light to protect them at the center, all of them would 

have died and turned into ashes. 

When this strike concluded, the five supreme experts erupted with astonishing fluctuations and endless 

light. They rushed into the heavens while releasing terrifying energy. 

Their protective divine lights linked up together, making them look like five imposing and solemn 

mountains. This holy and massive power was going to suppress all those that dared to rebel against it in 

this world. 



The five supreme experts walked out at the same time, and with each step, the world released endless 

mysterious and powerful light. The scene was solemn and otherworldly as specks of light filled the air. 

This was a powerful type of oppression. They were going to suppress Shi Hao together. It was as if five 

supreme deities were descending into this world, terrifying everyone until their souls were terrified. It 

was hard for them to even try and resist this force. 

Shi Hao brandished his sword. The golden sword hacked out, severing that ‘great power’ and returning 

peace to this place. He stood there alone while staring forward. There were two supreme experts from 

the Immortal Mountain present. 

“You two also took action, so don’t blame me for not showing any mercy.” He said to himself. 

“Little Stone, we are here to save you. Why aren’t you turning back yet? With your current power, how 

can you deal with several supreme experts?” The Immortal Mountain’s two supreme experts spoke. 

“His Majesty is the human emperor! How could you use the two words little Stone to disgrace him?!” 

Peng Nine shouted from the distance. 

“Shut up! Where is there a place for someone like you to talk?!” A supreme expert berated. 

“The ones that should shut up are you all!” Shi Hao’s cold voice shouted out. 

The eyes of the Heaven Mending Sect’s elder were overcast, and his face was cold and full of endless 

killing intent. He was the first one to release an attack intended to kill. The death of the middle-aged 

daoist nun left him burning with rage. 

“Young emperor, little Stone, the time of your death has come!” His two arms brandished about, 

drawing forth a scarlet Qilin. Symbols filled the skies and the nine heavens shook as this powerful attack 

was released. n𝕠𝓋𝖊-𝓁𝗯.1n 

At the same time, the other four supreme experts walked forward, releasing powerful pressure to 

support him in suppressing Shi Hao. 

Shi Hao snorted coldly. He stamped down fiercely, and this world changed. In that instant, endless 

multicolored light surged, separating the Heaven Mending Sect supreme expert in a separate region. 

The draconic energy here flew about in tens of thousands streaks. Symbols covered this place and shone 

resplendently. Divine aura filled the air as heavenly divine light surged. 

“Divine formation?!” The Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme experts were all shocked, and then their 

expression thoroughly changed. 

“I’ve already gained experience from fighting another supreme expert of the Heaven Mending Sect, so I 

don’t need to use you to enlighten me anymore. You can just peacefully fall here.” Shi Hao said softly. 

The divine formation shone and interweaved with dense symbols, submerging that area. The Heaven 

Mending Sect’s supreme expert was furious and struggled as much as he could. However, he was still 

about to be suppressed. 



Shi Hao walked forward, appearing exceptionally outstanding and heroic. His white sleeves fluttered 

about, and with a raise of his hand, he brandished the golden magical sword. With a pu sound, the 

Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert was beheaded. Blood rushed high into the sky! 

Chapter 474 – Imperial Palace Dyed in Blood 

The head flew extremely high into the sky. The face on the decapitated head carried fear, unwillingness, 

shock, as well as confusion and disbelief. 

He was a supreme expert, yet he was killed just like that? The sword removed his head with a single 

slash! The battle clothes of that youth fluttered about him, giving him an outstanding and otherworldly 

appearance. His radiating figure accomplished this magnificent feat! 

The Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert was unwilling. With his final view, what he saw was a truly 

outstanding youth. After beheading him, he stood there in a calm and unhurried manner, as if what he 

had just sliced through was just clouds and mist. Shi Hao’s body was surrounded in resplendent golden 

light as if he was a brilliant sun. 

Putong! 

The headless corpse fell down, and its head finally landed on the ground as well. A supreme expert from 

this generation lost his life just like that. His eyes carried bewilderment as well as great fear. He was 

defeated just like that, dying with remaining grievance. 

The bright-colored blood was extremely eye catching, but soon after, it turned into light that flickered 

like a divine flame. It burned within the faint golden color of the imperial palace, creating a ghastly sight. 

Many of those in the back were petrified, finding it difficult to even breathe. It was hard for them to 

accept this reality. How could it have ended like this? The results were completely unexpected. 

This was a supreme expert from this generation! A single thought could collapse mountains and dry up 

rivers. They could even make the great earth tremble, and they could devour millions of creatures with a 

single breath. They were incomparably powerful and stood above all else. 

This was a power that transcended the power of the mortal realm, a power that could easily wipe out a 

race as well as destroy endless mountains and rivers. How could someone like that be so frail right now 

and die here? 

“Master!” Several young boys and girls cried out while revealing great fear from their eyes. The supreme 

expert of a generation had lost his life, and they lost a protector. Their days within the sect in the future 

would be tough. 

The young cultivators were all frightened and continuously took steps backwards. This was too 

terrifying! When the little Stone took action, it was forceful and decisive. Even a supreme expert lost his 

life, so they were definitely in great danger. 

The remaining four great supreme experts were already preparing themselves as if they were fighting 

against a great enemy. All four of them shone, and it was as if there were enormous divine furnaces 

burning. They lit up the heavens, filling the world with light to protect their bodies. 



They knew that something about this situation was off. There were a few great divine formations in the 

imperial palace that were not destroyed and were seemingly intact. It was different from the 

intelligence they received previously. n-)0𝑽𝗲𝐥𝚋In 

The situation was extremely dangerous and out of their control. They were originally sent out as a 

punitive team to punish and suppress Shi Hao, but they ended up falling into this type of predicament. 

They might all die here. 

The four supreme experts released their divine senses and carefully observed the situation, but they 

couldn’t understand why. They frowned, and became even more careful. 

“It doesn’t matter. We have the damaged formation diagram, so at the very least, we can escape.” A 

supreme expert from the Western Sect spoke. Through cultivating the Vajra Unbreakable Body, his body 

was gilded in gold. His blood energy surged like a great sea. 

Shi Hao watched all of this with a rather indifferent expression. He didn’t show the slightest bit of anger, 

truly like a lone immortal that was detached from the world. 

A supreme expert from the Immortal Mountain walked forward and rushed towards a direction, taking 

practical action to inspect the formation and see if the ruined diagram could be used. He was going to 

create a great golden passageway. 

Below his feet, mists flowed about, and silver multicolored light blossomed, forming a great path that 

led into the distance. 

“So that was all it amounted to. We can break out.” 

With a wave of the Immortal Mountain supreme expert’s sleeves, the road ahead was opened. A silver 

path emerged beneath his feet that led everyone forward. This indicated that the formation was 

damaged and that the situation wasn’t that bad. 

Suddenly, a multitude of symbols flickered about. They lit up in front of the palace, surrounding the 

void. Several dozen purple streaks of divine radiance flew out. They interweaved together before falling 

down like a great net. 

“En, something’s wrong!” The expression on his face immediately changed. He had a feeling that great 

danger was descending and dodged to the side. Several streaks of purple radiance brushed past his body 

as they flew over. 

One of the streaks struck him on the shoulder, causing that area to immediately become badly mangled. 

The shoulder was blasted apart, and the wound was so deep that bone could be seen. It was extremely 

terrifying. 

“The formation changed! Everything has been overturned and completely altered! The formation 

diagram is useless!” He couldn’t help but release a low shout. In that instant, he felt his blood run cold in 

fear. 

You have to understand that this was a divine formation, and any one of them could kill a supreme 

expert. Earlier, when the Heaven Mending Sect’s supreme expert was trapped and then killed, he was 

still feeling relatively less fear. 



It was now completely different. They now personally verified that this place was like the cave of a tiger. 

This type of feeling was extremely unbearable, as if they were like livestock. 

How could the new emperor possess this type of ability? Forget about changing the great formation, just 

fixing the originally damaged formation should have required a tremendous amount of work. It should 

have been impossible to fix! 

Who was helping him? The minds of the four supreme experts felt ice cold. They felt as if they had 

entered a killing trap. Nothing was within their control. Even individuals as powerful as themselves 

couldn’t calm down. 

Divine Formation; this wasn’t just some random saying. Once it was activated, evil winds would howl 

angrily and supernatural beings would weep. It could kill deities and saints and was difficult to defend 

against. Even though they were supreme experts and extraordinary creatures, when faced with a divine 

formation, it was still difficult for them to avoid death. 

“Good, good, good, little Stone, you truly have some methods, successfully rearranging a divine 

formation and guiding us into this type of killing trap.” 

Now that they had no way out, they all stared forward. At the same time, they activated their most 

powerful precious techniques to protect themselves. 

“I have previously warned you that all who come will be completely executed. I do not go back on my 

words!” Shi Hao said. His figure was indistinct and intelligent, but when he spoke these words, it was 

actually extremely domineering. 

Everyone’s expressions changed, especially those of the youngsters, who were all shaking 

uncontrollably. When faced with the little Stone, all of their hearts went cold. 

“Stone Emperor, by doing this, are you trying to kill off everyone? You have to understand that we are 

supreme experts, and that once we fall, there’s truly no way of resolving the situation.” A supreme 

expert from the Western Sect spoke. 

He already changed his way of address and no longer called him little Stone. 

What he spoke was the truth. Characters at his level were too powerful in this world of mortals, and 

they were normally used just to intimidate others. If five of them died at once, then that would 

definitely be an outrageous matter. 

Regardless of whether it was the Heaven Mending Sect, Immortal Mountain, or Western Sect, they 

would all be furious and send large numbers to invade this place. There would definitely be no goodwill 

shown. 

“A path is something one walks on alone, and when you entered the palace, the fate was already 

decided. You all wanted to suppress me and then discuss ways to abolish my throne. As such, your fates 

were already set in stone.” Shi Hao spoke. 

The faces of these individuals were ugly to look at. Previously, they all called him the little Stone and 

spoke bluntly about overthrowing him, but looking at all of that now, it was simply a joke. They put 

themselves in this hopeless situation. 



“Shi Hao, if you act like this, the entire world will be shaken. My Heaven Mending Sect will not let this 

matter go, and there won’t be any room for discussion!” A disciple from the Heaven Mending Sect 

spoke. 

“You all wanted to suppress and kill me, yet you want me to let you all go? Laughable!” After speaking, 

with a wave of his hand, tens of heavenly dragons roared into the heavens before flying forward. 

The four supreme experts shone, two from the Immortal Mountain and two from the Western Sect, 

tried to protect their disciples. They had no time to worry about others and couldn’t help the Heaven 

Mending Sect’s disciples at all. 

Originally, the Heaven Mending Sect was going to send over two supreme experts as well. However, the 

middle-aged daoist nun had already fallen previously. 

“Ah…” 

The people from the Heaven Mending Sect cried out loudly. After being swept by this light, they all 

exploded. They were wiped out by a single blow! 

It was because right now, Shi Hao and the imperial draconic aura had merged together, so the power he 

displayed was at the level of a supreme expert. Dealing with them was just too easy, just like he was 

crushing ants. 

There was no way the four supreme experts would sit there and wait for their deaths. The body of a 

supreme expert from the Western Sect lit up, making himself look like an enlightened arhat. Holding a 

black alms bowl in his hand, he attacked out with great power to open a path. 

Divine artifact! 

Shi Hao’s eyes flickered with light. This was definitely a powerful weapon. No wonder they dared to 

barge inside, they actually had this type of object backing them. It seems like they were now going to 

use it to break out. 

Weng! 

Auspicious energy rose from the alms bowl, and as if it was chaotic energy, it disturbed the great 

formation here and obliterated many symbols. It was going to construct a golden passageway to provide 

them with a path of escape. 

With a laugh, the golden magical sword in Shi Hao’s hand went forward to meet this divine artifact. He 

was going to use it to further sharpen himself. 

When the other supreme expert from the Western Sect saw this, he also brought out a powerful artifact 

and rushed over, hoping to lend his companion a hand in breaking through the formation. 

However, as soon as he moved, Shi Hao used the emperor precious imprint to activate four divine 

formations, trapping him within. He wasn’t able to budge an inch. 

“How could there be so many formations?” He was alarmed. What was a divine formation? A single one 

was already unbearable, but four of them appeared at the same time to trap him, preventing his escape. 



Dang! 

On the other side, Shi Hao fought a great battle against the supreme expert that held the alms bowl in 

his hands. Golden sword light filled the skies, and his battle clothes fluttered about in an outstanding 

and otherworldly manner. There was an even greater aura of of brilliance to his appearance. 

Symbolled light flickered about in an extremely dazzling manner. Precious techniques emerged between 

the two individuals. One was like a vajra buddha, while the other was like a celestial emperor that 

descended into this world. The entire world seemed to have become dim from their great battle. 

Everyone felt dizzy from watching. Was that a fifteen year old youth? He could actually fight so intensely 

against a supreme expert that had cultivated for such a long time to such a level! What else could they 

even say about him? 

Even if they were hostile towards him and unwilling to do so, they still admitted that he was a heaven 

warping genius! 

Roar! 

The supreme expert released a loud roar. His hand formed a precious imprint, and a supreme golden 

projected body emerged. It formed a glaring vajra deity that held an enormous precious pestle. It 

smashed the pestle over. 

At this moment, the clouds in the skies have long been scattered. The golden projected body was 

incomparably large, and the precious pestle in its hand shook the natural laws of this world. The divine 

might it possessed was unmatched. 

Shi Hao was similarly solemn and dignified. He used the golden battle sword to suppress the alms bowl, 

and his body was like a human Kun Peng, revealing the Kun Peng fish he developed himself. 

Hong! 

He slammed his fist on the precious pestle, causing endless light to erupt. The world began to distort, 

and it was if cracks were appearing in space. The collision was incredibly crazy and powerful. 

A shattering sound erupted. The precious pestle cracked apart, and the golden projected body also 

slowly cracked apart. Then, its body exploded with a tremendous sound that resounded through the air. 

Everyone became horrified. Shi Hao was too powerful! He could actually face the Western Sect’s vajra 

projected body head on and even shatter the exoricizing pestle it produced! It was just too shocking. 

Pu 

The supreme expert spat out blood and staggered in retreat. Even though he cultivated the golden body, 

his body was incredibly dim. He had suffered a serious injury. 

The other supreme expert from the Western Sect hurriedly walked up to stop the emperor, but he 

couldn’t do anything. Shi Hao hacked down with the country suppressing divine halberd on his back and 

said coldly, “Much obliged for the experience of fighting against the Western Sect’s greatest techniques. 

The two of you can go on your way.” 



“You… just try it!” They glared at him. 

In that instant, the two individuals’ bodies burned furiously, erupting with endless buddhist aura. They 

were going to turn into two cremated relics. All of their potential erupted in order to wound the little 

Stone. 

Shi Hao released a cold snort before activating the divine formation and locking down all sides. Then, he 

brandished the great halberd in his hand, releasing boundless power of complete annihilation. 

Pu! 

Blood of supreme experts splashed high into the sky. No matter how powerful they were, they couldn’t 

defend against a divine formation, and they were even more helpless before a country guarding divine 

halberd’s might. They were all sliced at the waist, causing blood to splash outwards. 

“Little Stone, you and our Immortal Mountains are related by blood. Today, we came to save you, so 

there is no need to face each other with life or death.” An elder from the Immortal Mountain spoke. 

The remaining individuals had begun to rant and rave in fear a long time ago. How were they supposed 

to fight now? A divine formation locked down this place, and the little Stone possessed absolute power. 

He grasped the country guarding divine artifact, so who could compete against him? 

“Since we are relatives, why do you all take action against me again and again? Since you have acted in 

such a way, why should I act politely?” Shi Hao asked in response. 

He first used the divine formation to trap an individual, and then he used his precious techniques and 

other skills to fight a great battle against the other to familiarize himself with the various techniques of 

the Immortal Mountain. 

“Little Stone, if you dare to act like this, how will you face the Immortal Mountain in the future?!” An 

individual cried out loudly. During the intense battle, his left arm had been hacked off by Shi Hao, 

causing blood to flow outwards. 

“I also want to ask, how exactly does the Immortal Mountain want to treat me?!” Shi Hao shouted 

loudly. 

“You…” The other supreme expert from the Immortal Mountain rushed over. 

Shi Hao’s aura surged through the heavens. He opened the divine formation and trapped all sides. At 

this moment, he was incredibly cold and emotionless. He held the country guarding divine halberd in 

hand and was going to unleash a great slaughter! 

“Ah…” One of the supreme experts among them cried out loudly. His body was sliced in half along with 

his magical artifact, causing blood to surge into the sky. 

“You…” The other person trembled. 

Shi Hao’s battle clothes fluttered about behind him. His black hair flew about, and his eyes were like cold 

lightning. With the great halberd in hand, he advanced and took action again. 

Pu 



Blood splashed everyone. This individual was also hacked apart by Shi Hao, and as such, the last 

supreme expert lost his life. Blood flowed through the imperial palace. 

“How could it be like this?” The disciples in the distance all cried out. Their bodies were shaking, and 

some of them directly fell powerlessly onto the ground. 

Facing this youth was just like facing a demonic god! He could actually kill five supreme experts! It was 

just too horrifying. 

Without a doubt, today, the heavens had been pierced through. The little Stone’s name will once again 

resound throughout the eight regions! 

Chapter 475 – National Beauty and Heavenly Fragrance 

The sunset glow had not yet disappeared. The heavens were dyed in red, a color that was as gloomy as 

blood. The majestic imperial palace towered in an imposing and solemn manner, faint golden colors 

flowing through its surface. 

In such a short period of time, five great supreme experts fell one after another. From the moment they 

entered until they were violently killed, not much time had passed. The red sun had yet to completely 

sink behind the mountains. 

The disciples that remained were all frozen stiff, not daring to make the slightest movement. Every 

single one of them felt cold from head to toe. How could they even try to oppose the little Stone? No 

one was willing to even try. 

Clang! 

Shi Hao inserted his sword into the scabbard. With the country guarding divine halberd on his back, he 

turned around and left, proceeding into the central heavenly palace. He didn’t give them another look. 

“Were we spared?” A disciple snapped back to reality, overwhelmed by this surprising turn of events. 

Being ignored actually brought about such joy! This was something normally unimaginable. 

These individuals were always looking down from above and crowded around by others. No matter 

where they went, they would be shown courtesy by others their age, yet today, they were frightened to 

a truly terrible degree. 

“If you want to live, you must follow me and answer some questions.” Peng Nine appeared with a group 

of soldiers and generals. They were extremely serious as they looked at these youngsters. 

A few of these individuals’ minds began to quickly operate again. With the little Stone gone, could these 

guards stop them? If they forcefully tried to break through, they felt like they could succeed. 

In that instant, there was someone who made this decision. With a precious artifact, the individual 

quickly fled towards the skies. With one of them taking the lead, there were naturally those that 

followed. Auspicious light immediately shone in brilliant and varied colors. 

Chi! 



A space shattering sound tore through the skies, hacking through all of the courage these individuals 

had. The old guard’s face was expressionless as he activated the formation inside the imperial palace. All 

types of symbols rushed into the heavens. 

In the blink of an eye, the group of people was swept through, and their bodies began to burn in the sky. 

They turned into dazzling fiery light and dropped down like falling stars. 

The remaining individuals looked like they were standing in an icehouse as they stood in their original 

positions unmoving. They were extremely cooperative as they were led away. 

In this battle, the five great supreme experts were all killed, and not a single disciple got away. The result 

of this battle trembled the world and left those with ill intentions feeling fear. 

“Attack!” 

In front of the central heavenly palace, Shi Hao who was clad in golden battle clothes, raised his sword 

into the sky as he ordered in a loud voice. That evening, he led large numbers of generals while riding on 

a golden chariot. A great purge was going to be carried out. 

Outside of those five supreme experts, there were still many people from the three sects inside the city 

who were quietly awaiting news. The golden chariot flew through the air, releasing loud rumbling noises 

as it travelled over to encircle and and annihilate them. 

Shi Hao was decisive and merciless as he swept through those that remained. They were either killed or 

captured. The three sects’ experts were greatly defeated. 

This was a night full of blood. Stone Capital was greatly shaken, and all powers kept quiet out of fear. 

The new emperor was truly powerful, sweeping through the three sects’ troops in one go. Every single 

cultivator was greatly intimidated. 

As for the commoners, they all began to discuss the situation enthusiastically and shouted the word 

‘emperor’. They didn’t know much about the eternal inheritances outside this region and only knew that 

their new emperor was incomparably powerful. 

This event shook everything under the heavens! n-)0𝑽𝗲𝐥𝚋In 

When news travelled outwards, commotion broke out everywhere. 

Inside the imperial palace’s treasury, Shi Hao was strolling about. He chatted with the divine striking 

stone about how to spread formations while casually selecting precious objects. From time to time, he 

would even toss it an earth element material. 

“Big bro is wise and courageous, matchless in heroicness. He can suppress all outstanding heroes and 

possesses heaven warping divine talent. He is a supreme figure unrivalled in all eight regions, 

unequalled under the sky, number one in the universe…” 

The divine striking stone enthusiastically gave its flattery and promised that the great symbol formation 

it laid definitely wouldn’t have any problems. 

The little pagoda couldn’t remain calm any longer. It had endured for many days already, and when it 

saw the divine striking stone even swallow precious materials, it finally couldn’t restrain itself any 



longer. It furiously expressed its opinion to Shi Hao, criticizing him on wasting precious materials and 

how this was disgraceful squandering. 

Shi Hao retorted, saying, “It’s still better than using it on you. Every time I give you a divine material, you 

only help me once. Meanwhile, if I lay down this formation, I can use it to get rid of many opponents. No 

matter how many people come, I can suppress and kill them all.” 

“How can you waste these things so recklessly, using heavenly treasures like this? If you give them to 

me, I promise I will lay an astonishing killing formation,” said the little pagoda. Even though it expressed 

its dissatisfaction, there was also a type of temptation. 

“How about we carry out a large transaction?” Shi Hao gave it a look, expressing that he could give it all 

of the divine materials in the treasury. 

“What do you want me to do?” The little pagoda naturally longed for them quite a bit. 

“How about you become Stone Country’s guardian spirit?” Shi Hao said. The guardian spirit of this place 

had disappeared during the great calamity and did not appear again. 

The little pagoda immediately became silent. It didn’t want to be involved with worldly affairs and 

always feared some powers. However, the youth in front of him was quite good at tempting it in a 

patient and meticulous manner, to the point where it was even a bit moved. 

“What’s the worst thing that can happen? You just have to protect Stone Country normally and play the 

role of a guardian spirit. Once the great calamity comes, you can go into hiding. Don’t you want to 

return to your peak state?” 

Shi Hao promised that not only would it be allowed to choose any treasure inside the imperial palace, 

once it became a guardian spirit, it could use the entire country’s energy to search for the divine 

materials it needed. 

The little pagoda began to contemplate this deal. It indeed needed endless divine materials to restore its 

body. However, during that battle in the past, there were all types of restrictions set, and it was allowed 

to clearly see into the essence of things, leaving it extremely scared. 

For the little pagoda, the entire world was extremely balanced. If one wanted something, they must pay 

an equal price. This was the most profound realization an existence like itself could comprehend. Sooner 

or later, karma would be repaid. 

It was truly tempted. How astonishing was the power of a country? Even those in the higher realms 

were moved, wanting several ancient countries to assist them in searching for what they needed. 

The little pagoda hesitated. If it became a guardian spirit, these divine materials in the imperial palace 

would temporarily alleviate its needs, and the formations that were arranged beforehand could be 

disassembled as well, providing even more precious materials. These were accumulated since the 

ancient times! 

“So what if there’s a great calamity? It’s not like you don’t have the power to defend yourself. You just 

didn’t want to expose yourself prematurely. However, if you always act like this, when will you be able 

to reform your real body? If you don’t grab this opportunity and go for it, you will have to passively wait 



forever and never rise to the top. When the great calamity descends, it will bring about frightening and 

turbulent changes, but it is also an opportunity. It can be considered a great chance, one that you have 

to take the initiative to fight for!” 

Shi Hao tried to tempt the little pagoda, talking endlessly. It was to the point where the little pagoda 

almost cursed outright. 

“Youngster, you seem even more excited than me. Are you feeling like you can’t defend this place 

anymore? After provoking the three sects’ cultivators, you want me to stop the flood of the three 

sects?” The little pagoda gave him a look of disdain. 

“You should stop saying things that contradict with how you really feel. You clearly need divine 

materials, and you always talk about some balance or whatever. Right now, I’m giving you an 

opportunity, a shocking deal that will grant you the position of a country’s guardian spirit. Just give it to 

me straight, so are you going to accept it or not?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Youngster, it seems like you’ve thought this out quite a bit. You want to drag me all the way down with 

you huh?” The little pagoda gave him a look of contempt. Two specks of light emerged on its body like 

eyes, and then even its mouth appeared to carry out its look of disdain. 

“This is a great power. I have seen the passage of time, and it is impossible to stop. If one wants to rise 

into the heavens, they must spare no effort to do so. Sooner or later, there will be a day when I will 

make my way into the higher realms,” Shi Hao said. 

The little pagoda curled its lips, calling him an ant that was trying to shake a tree, a fool that didn’t know 

the immensity of heaven and earth. However, in the end, it held back. Even a youth dared to talk big 

now. The little pagoda had long flattened its edges and corners, and over time, it had become prudent 

and excessively careful. 

“You don’t know what exactly is threatening me. Ha, if I display my might, then there is nothing in this 

world that can scare me. Heaven and earth might as well be completely overturned and reestablished 

from the beginning!” The little pagoda seemed to have been stimulated and spoke these fierce words. 

“So you agree?” Shi Hao was astonished. 

“To be the guardian spirit of such a small thing like Stone Country, what a joke. If you break into the 

higher realms and become a celestial emperor, then having me become your guardian spirit will make a 

bit more sense,” said the little pagoda. 

“Are you trying to brag? If I truly enter the higher realms and become a celestial emperor, would I still 

need something like a guardian spirit? I would have long become unrivalled in the world.” Shi Hao said 

while curling his lips. 

“Ha, what do you know? At that time, it’ll be even more dangerous. Only when you reach that level will 

you understand.” The little pagoda sneered. 

It then became silent, indicating that it is going to think about it. It had been excited by Shi Hao, and as a 

result, it said that it wanted to return to Stone Village. If the Willow Deity also had intentions of taking 

action, then it would stake it all as well. 



“We can make the Willow Deity take action?” Shi Hao exulted. If he could make the Willow Deity make a 

move, then there would be nothing to fear anymore. He could rise up through the great world and rush 

into the nine heavens. 

The imperial palace was extremely peaceful for several days in a row. 

Of course, the outside world was greatly disturbed. Great changes were happening, causing great 

commotion to break out. 

Shi Hao temporarily forgot about everything and calmly cultivated, studying the Suan Ni technique. This 

was a heavenly ranked vicious beast’s precious technique, one of Stone Clan’s clan guarding great divine 

abilities. The thunder and lightning attack power was known to be matchless in this world. 

Afterwards, he left his isolation, because Peng Nine and the War King asked to see him. 

They told him their purpose for coming. Despite the fact that he became the emperor of a country, he 

didn’t have a single imperial concubine. This did not conform with his identity, and it would not do to 

have no one in the chambers of imperial concubines. 

Shi Hao was momentarily speechless. Then, he laughed and shook his head before saying, “You all don’t 

need to worry. It is enough that I have a maid at my side for now.” 

The bronze piece emerged. It flowed with light and opened a golden passageway revealing an 

exceptionally beautiful woman. She looked like a fairy out of a painting, her skin snow white and 

sparkling. Her appearance was truly exquisite and otherworldly. 

“Yue Chan, let’s have some tea.” Shi Hao said. 

The War King and Peng Nine were stupefied. This was a woman with an unmatched appearance, one 

who released brilliant radiance and was so beautiful that it made others feel as if they were dreaming. 

She didn’t have a single flaw, yet she appeared just like that. 

“Your Majesty, you cannot!” Soon after, they woke up from their stupor. This was the Heaven Mending 

Sect’s fairy, Yue Chan. Her status was frighteningly high, yet she was restrained at his side just like that. 

Was the new emperor really going to make her a maid? 

This was the first time fairy Yue Chan was released. Her pupils roamed about, her long eyelashes lightly 

batted. She decided not to speak what she was about to say, but the expression she revealed was 

extremely exceptionally moving and made the hearts of others tremble. 

It was impossible for her to obey Shi Hao’s command to become a maid. How great was her status? She 

definitely couldn’t compromise and bow her head. She didn’t say anything and stood there unmoving 

like a divine lotus, sparkling and radiating a sacred aura. 

“Your Majesty…” Peng Nine and the War King wanted to persuade him somehow. 

Shi Hao waved his hand and said, “I even killed two supreme experts from the Heaven Mending Sect, so 

what’s wrong with using their holy woman as a maid?” 

Right at this time, a streak of light emerged. The little pagoda suspended itself in the void. It returned to 

the imperial palace while surrounded in chaotic mist. It appeared incomparably mysterious. 



“It’s done. That willow tree is willing to move, so I can temporarily act as Stone Country’s guardian 

spirit.” It transmitted this message and brought back this information. Then, it flew into Shi Hao’s hair. 

Shi Hao’s mind trembled greatly. Then, he roared with laughter and completely loosened up, becoming 

extremely relaxed. 

He smiled towards the War King and Peng Nine. “Relax, I won’t make it too public for now. I will just 

keep her at my side as a maid, outsiders won’t know about it.” 

He then looked at fairy Yue Chan and teased, “Yue Chan, these days, I’ve been busy cultivating and 

dealing with the three sects. I’ve given you the cold shoulder.” 

Fairy Yue Chan’s curved dark eyebrows slightly jumped. Ever since she entered this world, apart from 

the fellow in front of her, no one else dared to take such liberties or tease her in such a manner. 

“Have some tea. Otherwise, I don’t mind personally explaining or chatting with you about other matters, 

for example, the ten great ancient cruelties,” Shi Hao laughed and said. 

Fairy Yue Chan’s delicate eyebrows immediately jumped. She truly wanted to flip out in anger, but she 

still ultimately closed her bright red lips. That so-called ten great cruelties truly wasn’t something good, 

especially when spoken about to a woman. That was a type of profanity and embarrassment. 

“No problem, we can go slowly. Everything can become a habit. For example, having some tea, 

arranging daily life…” Shi Hao absent-mindedly spoke. 

The War King and Peng Nine looked at each other in dismay. They took the initiative to close their 

mouths and withdraw from this place. 

The two of them had just withdrew when someone came to report that an old friend came to pay a visit, 

requesting an audience in the imperial palace. 

The one that came left Shi Hao astonished. It was actually that heavenly fox fairy, also known as the 

witch. She entered the central heavenly palace, displaying her graceful and seductive body. Her eyes 

were crafty, and even though her appearance was peerless, there was an intangible distinct style to her. 

After disappearing for so long, she actually reappeared. While giggling, she said, “I heard you caught that 

Yue Chan girl. Why don’t you call her out so I can take a look?” 

“Nonsense, when did I catch her?” Shi Hao didn’t admit it. 

“I can sense her aura. Not long ago, she even appeared inside this palace hall. However, you can relax. 

Just let her come out, I definitely wouldn’t tell anyone.” The witch’s smile was extremely enchanting, as 

well as a bit sinister. She truly wished to see the fairy Yue Chan in her current state. 

After thinking for a bit, Shi Hao brought out fairy Yue Chan. 

“Aiyou, beautiful miss, how could you have gotten married? You didn’t even tell this little sister. 

Congratulations, I wish your marriage to be harmonious and pray that you give birth to a son as soon as 

possible!” The witch’s laugh was extremely sinister. She would never let an opportunity like this where 

she could land another blow on her opponent go. 



No matter how calm fairy Yue Chan appeared, under this type of harassment, she still became slightly 

embarrassed. A hint of redness appeared on her perfect face. However, her calmness was restored soon 

after. 

“Hehe, older sis is so cool! It seems like after getting married, you’ve become much happier. Let little sis 

here take a look, let’s see how you are different.” The witch took liberties with her and directly rubbed 

her hands over fairy Yue Chan’s bottom, laughing endlessly during this process. 

“You…’ Fairy Yue Chan’s expression changed. Her body went limp and she quickly took steps backwards. 

Chapter 476 – Peerless Pair 

The witch roared with laughter, her beautiful body swaying back and forth as she did so. Half of her 

voluptuous white chest was revealed. They were perfectly round and flickered with sparkling radiance, 

giving her a truly alluring appearance. 

Her black hair scattered down her pure white neck, and her intelligent eyes blossomed with radiance. 

Her tender and beautiful complexion was full of joy as her tall and slender body moved about. She 

continuously moved around Yue Chan and continuously looked her all over. 

This type of attitude she had naturally produced a gorgeous and flirtatious appearance. It was extremely 

pleasing to the eye, drawing forth the desires of others. Towards her outstanding and charming 

temperament, others could only be helplessly drawn in and become amazed. 

Fairy Yue Chan was similarly outstanding and known to be a truly stunning woman. As her clothes 

fluttered around her jade-like body, there was a type of exceptional intelligence to her. Her black 

gemstone like eyes, snow-white and sparkling skin, as well as her perfect appearance made her look like 

a fairy that had descended into the world of mortals. 

She was on her guard. The witch that had appeared was truly troublesome. She felt a type of 

embarrassment as well as a headache. 

In reality, as her greatest opponent, the person she didn’t want to meet the most right now was the 

witch. As a captive, she had become the prisoner of a man, and this was actually seen by her opponent. 

There was nothing more embarrassing than this. 

“Hehe…” The witch didn’t mind her appearance at all and laughed incessantly. She had never felt so 

carefree before. She hurried over just to see this scene. 

“Aiyaya, older sis, your small pretty waist really is great, isn’t it a bit too sexy?” The witch continuously 

took action, not willing to let go of her chance to take liberties with her. 

Fairy Yue Chan moved out of the way, but with her cultivation sealed, there was no way she could move 

faster than the witch. Her face was completely red, sharply contrasting with her typically lofty and pure 

temperament. 

“Witch, please conduct yourself with dignity.” 

“Older sis, why are you so serious? We haven’t seen each other in so long! Little sis here missed you. 

Can’t I even greet you with enthusiasm?” The witch was extremely happy, and her eyes were flowing 

with brilliance. 



“Ya, older sis’ chest is becoming more and more full. Is this an effect of getting married? However, this is 

a good change!” Her white teeth were completely revealed. Her hair sparkled, and her eyes revealed a 

peculiar expression as she reached out her hand to grope outwards. n-)0𝑽𝗲𝐥𝚋In 

This time, fairy Yue Chan cried out. No matter how calm she tried to stay or how pure she tried to 

appear, she was still a young lady. After being molested like this by the other party, she truly couldn’t 

tolerate it anymore. 

Right now, fairy Yue Chan’s charming face was flushed red. She warned the witch not to act recklessly, 

but that only brought about an even more heart stirring assault from the witch. 

With a pa sound, the witch slapped her full bottom, releasing a sharp and clear sound. This truly left Yue 

Chan completely embarrassed. Her face was red from shame, because there was a male not too far 

away. 

This noise, as well as that hateful hand on her full bottom, made her feel so ashamed she didn’t want to 

show her face. She was the sacred fairy of the Heaven Mending Sect, so when had she suffered 

something like this before? 

This truly somewhat toppled her previous reputation of a beauty that looked down on the eight regions. 

Her heart became unstable, and she found it hard to control herself. She truly wanted to fight a decisive 

battle against the witch for three days and three nights straight! 

Shi Hao watched from the side, his eyes swiftly moving about. He had a complicated expression, but in 

the end, he smiled. This was truly… a delightful sight! 

Seeing the two peerless beauties act like this, he began to think some mature thoughts. He couldn’t help 

but reveal a smile from the corner of his lips as he enjoyed this scene from the side. However, he didn’t 

say anything. 

“Yi, hold on, older sis, why aren’t you acting like a married woman?” Suddenly, the witch spoke. She 

obviously understood this a long time ago and only now purposely brought this topic up. 

“Little Stone, how could you leave a fairy like this on the side and turn a blind eye to her? This is just too 

cruel!” The witch gave Shi Hao a look, her bright and beautiful smile extremely moving. 

“Isn’t it because I’m waiting for you? My chambers of imperial concubines have always been open wide 

to you. If you don’t come, then no one can become the empress.” Shi Hao laughed mischievously and 

spoke. 

“Sigh, what a pity. I already have someone I like, so you don’t have to save that position for me. I feel 

like Yue Chan really isn’t bad. You are so cruel, forcing her to stay in the lady’s chamber alone. You have 

to understand that problems will arise when a fairy becomes lonesome!” 

As expected, this was the witch that did and spoke whatever she wanted. Shi Hao wasn’t feeling too 

awkward, also taking liberties with her as he spoke. As for fairy Yue Chan, she remained extremely 

passive. After all, she was a captive, and no matter what she said, it wouldn’t change this reality. 

“Why don’t you stay behind as well and not leave? From today forth, you can be a part of the chambers 

of imperial concubines. We can then live a free and unfettered long life,” Shi Hao said. 



Finally, the witch’s expression changed, and she began to feel a bit weak. She knew that even the five 

supreme experts were killed here. If Shi Hao truly wanted to keep her here, it would become extremely 

problematic. 

“You can’t be so heartless. I have a realm shattering divine symbol. If it is wasted here, then wouldn’t 

the Heaven Mending Sect and the others clap their hands with joy?” She said. 

“Realm shattering divine symbol… it sounds like something good! Can I trade with you? How about I give 

you three divine materials?” Shi Hao was inwardly moved. 

How could the witch be willing to trade it away? If she lost the realm shattering divine symbol, she truly 

feared that Shi Hao might become greedy and trap her here. It didn’t matter how many divine materials 

she had if she couldn’t leave. 

She mentioned the realm shattering divine symbol as a reminder, and also a way to make both sides 

remain on good terms. 

Seeing her shake her head, Shi Hao felt truly regretful and said, “It truly hurts to find that you don’t have 

any trust in me!” 

After testing out each other, the two began to talk about the true topic, about how the wasteland 

region was going to be thrown into disorder. She brought some important information, or it was at least 

important for Shi Hao. The Sky Severing Sect was also an eternal inheritance, and even though they 

didn’t take action, they only temporarily didn’t take action. 

Right now, Fire Nation, Wood Country, Golden Wolf Ancient Country, and the various powerful ancient 

countries in the ocean region were all in disorder. They have been thoroughly divided, and behind them 

were the shadows of foreign great sects. 

When Shi Hao looked at her eyes, his expression changed somewhat. Was the Sky Severing Sect also 

serving the higher realms’ great figures? His impression of it immediately became a bit worse. 

“We do have a connection to the higher realms, but we are hostile towards the Heaven Mending Sect. 

Our teachings are different, and our inheritances oppose each other. Our sect is focused on opposing 

them, not on dealing with creatures of the lower realm.” The witch calmly said. 

The higher realms were having a contest, and there were complex conflicts going on between the great 

figures. For example, the Heaven Mending Sect and Sky Severing Sect were definitely powers that 

opposed each other with equal harshness. The hostility between them was difficult to dissolve and they 

could not walk together. 

“To sum things up, our sect came down into the lower realms for the sake of defying them,” the witch 

informed Shi Hao. 

This made Shi Hao’s expression a bit better. Otherwise, it was quite possible that he received another 

enemy. The situation right now was extremely complicated, and having an ally might not be a bad thing. 

Of course, he couldn’t completely trust the witch’s words. She was quite an eccentric character, and it 

was hard to determine what was true and what was false in her words. 



Right now, among the several great ancient countries in the wasteland region, only Stone Country was 

unified under Shi Hao’s control. The other countries have all been divided up. 

“What is going on with Fire Nation Imperial Capital?” Shi Hao was quite worried about Huo Ling’er. He 

wanted to know if the fire emperor decided in the end to borrow the celestial race’s inheritance to enter 

the higher realms. 

“I am not aware what is happening there. You are quite a player! With the pitiful pretty Yue Chan here, 

you are actually thinking about someone else,” the witch teased. She didn’t cover anything up and spoke 

as things were. 

A great ancient battlefield was sealed there that contained something incredible. In the great calamity, it 

actually directly faced off against the power of the higher realms, leaving many great sects shaken. 

“What, they struck back against the higher realms?” Shi Hao was shaken. 

“There might be a connection with the supreme divine treasury, or also the supreme olden palace,” the 

witch said. 

Shi Hao’s mind was shaken. Towards the supreme divine treasury, his thoughts were complex, and he 

didn’t know just how many times he heard its name. Based on what the Willow Deity said, it might be a 

deadly trap. 

Why did he hear about it again, this time under Fire Nation Capital? Moreover, it seemed to be true, or 

else how could such domineering power have appeared, to even clash against the higher realms? 

“Your little sweetheart might have fled and left this realm. That Fire Nation Capital has already been 

ruined beyond recognition,” the witch said. 

“You said that the supreme divine treasury might be related to the supreme palace. Are they in the 

same place?” Shi Hao asked. 

As for the supreme palace, he clearly remembered that there was only one inheritor in each successive 

generation, and they would inevitably become a supreme expert. This was also a mysterious ancient 

sect outside this region, so how could it be in the wasteland region? 

“It is rumored that the relationship between the two might be inseparably close, and they originate 

from the same moving land. It is not confined to a single region.” The witch revealed this secret. 

Shi Hao carefully thought about her explanation. He also learned that two days ago, someone personally 

witnessed an enormous claw reaching out from the ruins outside Stone Country Capital and scattering 

the clouds above. 

Hearing her description, Shi Hao was inwardly shaken. That was quite likely the enormous terrifying 

beast he saw in the great wastelands outside Stone Village, as well as the enormous turtle killing trap 

the Willow Deity spoke about before. 

His mind was starting to waver. Could the supreme divine treasury really move together? In that case, 

was someone going to activate it? Was it really going to trick those from the higher realms and kill the 

great figures above?! 



The world was rotating, and the killing trap was about to be activated. Shi Hao had a vague feeling that 

something major was truly going to happen in the wasteland region. A shocking transformation was 

going to take place! 

“The reason I came to seek you is to invite you to enter the supreme palace together. There might even 

be an unrivalled inheritance, you know?” The witch giggled. 

Shi Hao directly shook his head. If his suspicions were correct, forget about him, even if deities entered, 

they wouldn’t be able to fill up that hole. 

“I want to wait a bit. I will make a decision after a while.” 

“Yi, your plans are the same as mine. Could it be that you know something?” The witch was astonished, 

feeling as if she caught on to something. She smiled sweetly in an exceedingly fascinating and charming 

manner. 

Shi Hao’s mind jumped. This witch also understood some secrets. Was that a test? However, how could 

she know about such a thing? Unless there was a figure like the Willow Deity behind her? 

Shi Hao immediately thought of many things, and he shivered, breaking out in cold sweat. He thought 

back to when the witch said that the sect only came to the lower realm to oppose the Heaven Mending 

Sect and did not care about the other creatures in the lower realm and thought of a possibility. Could it 

be that the one that set up the killing trap in the ancient times was the Sky Severing Sect’s master? 

After making this inference, he felt that the witch still shouldn’t be aware of it even if this was true. 

There was no way unless her identity was extremely shocking, and she also came from the higher 

realms, having a relationship with some terrifying characters. 

“You shouldn’t be the little girl of some great figure in the higher realms, someone who only came to 

the lower realms to gain experience, right?” Shi Hao’s eyes were deep as he calmly looked at her. 

“Youngster, you think too much. The one I like is in the higher realms, that’s all.” The witch was 

completely calm, and it was hard to determine whether her words were true or false. In addition, she 

changed the topic, saying, “I can tell you clearly that fairy Yue Chan truly is a noble girl in the higher 

realms, and her status is far greater than you can imagine. If it was leaked out, it would shake the 

world.” 

Shi Hao’s expression remained undisturbed. He didn’t say anything. 

The witch began to laugh, using her spotlessly white hand to prop up Yue Chan’s chin and harassed her 

like a crass woman, saying, “Older sis is truly bright and beautiful. Even I can’t help but feel charmed 

when I see you.” 

Then, she turned around to tease and ask Shi Hao why he didn’t have a secret inner room yet. She had 

an appearance as if she wished to see the whole world in chaos. She truly wished for fairy Yue Chan to 

suffer misfortune. 

“I am preparing to properly instruct her first.” Shi Hao’s skin was still extremely thick. When this 

question was asked, his face did not blush or swell and had a look as if he had already planned things 

out. 



“Why don’t you just let me help instruct her? Look, not even bringing over tea, this isn’t a good fairy. 

She’s too arrogant.” The witch didn’t leave and talked about all types of matters to carry out a 

cooperation. 

She had her speculations on what the higher realms wanted to look for, and also talked about how 

important the inheritance of the supreme palace was, how it had to be obtained. In addition, she talked 

about how there was a divine object in this realm that could allow one to become a true deity. There 

was some other inside information that was mentioned as well. 

Two days later, when she was discussing with Shi Hao about various things, the delicate, graceful, and 

otherworldly fairy Yue Chan was already bringing tea over. 

This was all through the contributions of the witch, as she possessed way more intimidation. Fairy Yue 

Chan felt a great fear, truly scared of her acting crazily. 

The witch was rather pleased with herself and said, “This is only the beginning. Later on, help me 

massage my shoulders.” 

Shi Hao shot her a look of disdain and said, “Are you a man dressed as a woman? Why are you fighting 

with me over my maid? Even if she gives a shoulder massage, it should be for me!” 

“Aren’t I helping you educate her properly?” The witch was all smiles as if she didn’t seem to mind at all. 

“No need, I’ll do it myself. Yue Chan, stand behind me and don’t go.” Shi Hao muttered in discontent. 

Fairy Yue Chan grinded her teeth in anger, and her pupils sparked with radiance. During these two days, 

even though she appeared sacred and calm, inside, she had long experienced overwhelming emotions. 

She truly wanted to fight against the witch to the death. 

If she had a choice, she would rather massage Shi Hao’s shoulder than lower her head and compromise 

with the witch. When she saw the witch, the roots of her teeth even began to itch. 

Her movements were light and elegant, her jade-like curvy body swaying about beautifully as she 

arrived behind Shi Hao and opposed the witch. 

Chapter 477 - Cultivate 

Bluish-green bamboo covered this place. A dense green aura filled this place. 

The bamboo residence was elegant and radiated a plant fragrance. 

On a reclining chair made out from strips of bamboo, Shi Hao closed his eyes while lying down. On the 

stone table next to him, a fragrance was wafting from a tea cup that brought about a calming 

atmosphere. 

Behind him stood a woman in snow white clothes, her black hair shining like satin and pure white skin 

flowing with luster. Her black eyebrows were curved, and her eyes were pitch-black, sparkling with 

specks of light. A pair of beautiful arms was currently massaging his shoulders. 



This was precisely fairy Yue Chan. Her delicate hands were quick and skillful as they continuously 

pressed downwards. There was a special type of rhythm to her movements that was extremely 

beautiful. Even though the movements were simple, it was as if they contained the aura of the dao. 

Shi Hao was quite relaxed. As the fragrance wafted through the air, it was accompanied with the scent 

of a young lady that was like orchids. When this smell entered one’s senses, it made one feel even more 

peaceful and carefree. 

The witch had already entered the palace for several days. She created effects of critical importance, 

intimidating the Heaven Mending Sect’s fairy and leaving her incomparably afraid. Out of fear of her 

acting randomly, she would rather ‘serve’ Shi Hao than getting close to that dangerous witch. 

This was a bamboo garden within the imperial palace. It was a simple and elegant place with several 

bamboo huts. There were also two tables and five or six wooden blocks. It was useful as a resting place 

for one to briefly relax their mind. 

The fragrance of tea was faint and indistinct. Shi Hao half closed his eyes while thinking about the 

witch’s words. Just how much of her words could he believe in? With the great calamity descending and 

the world changing, he could not trust all of her words. 

“The witch is extremely dangerous. You cannot trust her words at all. She also comes from a great sect 

and is related to the higher realms, so how can they have descended just out of personal grudges?” 

Yue Chan’s voice was extremely soft and quiet out of fear of her adversary in the distant palace. She 

cautiously and timidly spoke to Shi Hao. 

“Am I supposed to be able to trust you?” Shi Hao’s eyes opened, and his delicate and pretty face 

revealed a smile that made him look brilliant. Even though he was acting free and at ease, he also 

seemed confident. 

“If you really are going to work with her, then you are better off believing me.” Fairy Yue Chan’s snow 

white clothes covered her long and slender body. Her undulating curves made her entire body appear 

intelligent and otherworldly, the eyes on her beautiful pupils carrying a peculiar flickering radiance. 

She closed her snow white fist and beat down on Shi Hao’s shoulders in a manner that wasn’t light or 

heavy. Her sparkling hair possessed a type of luster, and a nice scent was emitted from her breath as she 

softly said, “She came from the higher realms, and her identity is shockingly high. Half of what she said 

to you was false. Even though we stood in opposition before, what is true is true, and what is false is 

false.” 

“She at least helped me before, and her favor will always be remembered in my heart. Meanwhile, you 

always stood against me, leading so many people to surround me. As for who I should trust, do I even 

need to think about it?” Shi Hao laughed. 

“This even more so proves how terrifying the witch is. Her craftiness knows no depths, using what 

seems to be favor to produce her desired result. She simply wants to use you.” Fairy Yue Chan leaned 

down slightly and said in an extremely soft voice. Her sparkling hair swayed gently, falling on Shi Hao’s 

cheek, allowing him to smell a rather unique fragrance. 



Shi Hao lay against the bamboo chair in an extremely relaxed manner. He held a strand of shiny and soft 

hair between his hands and continuously placed it by his nose to smell it. 

“Saying these things is completely useless. At the very least, we were always enemies. Trying to change 

me to deal with my ally is pointless.” Shi Hao shook his head. When he saw the extremely beautiful, fair, 

and charming face, he laughed and said, “Unless, in order to make me believe you, we become a family. 

Then, that’s possible.” 

Fairy Yue Chan was already feeling rather uncomfortable when he played with her hair. Normally, she 

was detached, elegant and pure. When had she ever gotten in such close proximity of another man 

before? 

Now that such blatant words were spoken, it made her pure white, glowing jade-like face immediately 

show a flush of redness. She reached out her lily-white hands and pulled back that lock of beautiful hair 

to move away. 

Seeing the long and slender fingers quickly and skillfully pull apart his hand, Shi Hao felt a strange 

sensation inside. He lightly grabbed them, pulling on her warm, jade-like soft hand, causing fairy Yue 

Chan to move from behind the bamboo chair to the front. 

“What I spoke is the truth. If you walk too close to the witch, you will ultimately lose your life. She is like 

a poppy flower, pretty and flirtatious, but will ultimately bring about your destruction,” Yue Chan spoke. 

Even though her lily-white hand was grabbed by another, making her feel extremely unwell, she still 

spoke softly. Regardless of whether it was her hair or her body, they both revealed a wave of fragrance 

that wafted through the air. 

Shi Hao shook his head and didn’t say anything. His face carried a smile as he said, “No matter. In fact, 

we can truly become a family. The village chief already told me to bring back a pretty mother, and I feel 

like you are passable. At the very least, you are a noble woman from the higher realms!” 

Fairy Yue Chan’s face became slightly red. When she heard these words, she truly became a bit 

speechless. Normally, who dared to speak randomly towards her? She had never experienced such a 

thing before. 

However, in the end, she still wasn’t an ordinary person. She could still calm down, and in a soft voice, 

she said, “This matter is related to life and death, so you must treat it cautiously. The witch is truly 

terrifying.” 

She was almost within reach, her fair hand full of suppleness. She truly was an outstanding beauty. Shi 

Hao stood up, and with his eyes half closed, he looked at her before saying, “You don’t have to try and 

drive a wedge between us. Saying all of this is pointless.” 

He reached out his left hand and forcefully pulled Yue Chan’s small pretty waist over to sit beside him, 

immediately causing her to cry out in alarm. 

Fairy Yue Chan cultivated a secret technique that made her sacred and unapproachable. Currently, even 

though her cultivation was sealed, that type of distinct style was still there. For normal people, she still 

seemed extremely dreamy and otherworldly, a woman that could not be violated and could only be 



revered. However, Shi Hao didn’t seem affected at all, only treating her like a woman without showing 

any respect. 

“I feel like we can slowly discuss this topic. If what you say is true, we can cooperate after becoming a 

family.” Shi Hao teased. 

He was only doing this to drag the aloof and remote Heaven Mending Sect fairy down to the mortal 

world, making her feel uncomfortable. He wanted to make her seem less unapproachable and disturb 

her state of mind. 

Fairy Yue Chan tried to dodge, but the hand on her delicate snake-like waist was powerful and 

passionate, firmly stopping her as it carried her back. 

Her well developed and perky bottom had long been forced to sit on Shi Hao’s body. It was difficult for 

her to escape, making her momentarily embarrassed. Her delicate hands brushed towards Shi Hao’s 

eyes. 

Unfortunately, her cultivation was sealed, and when she took action, even though it was done so in a 

quick and skillful manner and not contaminated by the mortal world, it didn’t possess any power. Shi 

Hao released a smile and directly opened his mouth to hold her fingers inside. 

“You…” Fairy Yue Chan was in quite an embarrassed state. She tried to pull her fingers back, but she 

wasn’t able to do what she wanted. 

When he made such close contact with her body, the orchid-like fragrance entered Shi Hao’s senses. He 

watched as her jade-like body flowed with radiance. That perfect and beautiful face was right in front of 

his eyes. Shi Hao’s heart was moved, and he couldn’t help but draw in his arm. 

Fairy Yue Chan shouted softly. Her small pretty waist was first pulled in by those two arms, and then she 

was being dragged towards Shi Hao’s chest. 

Shi Hao directly laid back down onto the bamboo chair. The soft and sparkling wonderful body laid down 

on his. Fine black hair scattered downwards onto his face, tickling his face. 

Within the pitch-black hair, a pure-white remarkably beautiful face was revealed. It carried fury and was 

blushing red. She appeared extremely tender and beautiful. Her eyes were dreamy, and bright red lips 

covered her white jade-like teeth. 

As if he was suddenly pushed by some unknown force, Shi Hao couldn’t help but open his mouth and 

move forwards, sealing those beautiful and brightly colored lips intimately with his. 

A hong sound rang out through fairy Yue Chan’s mind. This was too sudden! Forget about this intimate 

movement, whenever she met another person, there would always be a set distance. However, today, 

everything she was used to was completely overturned. 

Wu wu... 

As she struggled, she actually felt a dizzy sensation, and a feeling of hatred that made her feel furious 

and humiliated. Her two hands pushed away, but her eel like waist was still being carried, making her 

unable to get up. 



Shi Hao was extremely confused and intoxicated. This was a new type of experience. Their lips and 

tongue touched each other, and fragrance wafted about. 

“Aiyaya, you two are truly easy going people. It is still bright out, yet you all are playing around together 

in such an unrestrained manner. What a scandal!” In the distance, the witch laughed in an evil manner 

as she walked over gracefully. 

She sat on a rattan chair in the distance while carrying an extremely relaxed appearance. 

Yue Chan struggled intensely and finally stood up. Her clothes were all over the place, and she looked 

like a fairy that had truly fallen into the world of mortals. Her chest was violently moving up and down, 

and her breathing was unstable. 

“Is this even the Yue Chan that I know?” The witch teased. She loved seeing her adversary humiliated 

the most. This type of scene was extremely pleasant in her eyes and caused her to feel delighted. 

Shi Hao sat up and asked, “Hey, witch, are you jealous?” 

“No way, you already learned how to hurt the feelings of a young married woman?” The witch was 

smiling extremely brilliantly. 

“We were just chatting about life and came to a flash of realization. Disturbing us like this is quite 

discourteous.” Shi Hao said in a serious manner. 

Yue Chan grinded her teeth in anger and sent a few fists over towards Shi Hao from behind the bamboo 

chair. However, it was completely useless. She didn’t have any power, so how could she injure Shi Hao? 

Unknowingly why, she wanted to get rid of the witch even more, not wishing to show herself before her. 

She hated being seen at this type of moment the most. It was utterly embarrassing and humiliating. 

“Hehe, to discuss life with the Heaven Mending Sect’s fairy, you truly are living a great life,” the witch 

spoke while giggling. 

“Of course. However, this is my family’s matters. You should not interfere.” Shi Hao shot her a look of 

disdain. Then, he turned towards fairy Yue Chan and said, “You don’t need to listen to her. If she speaks 

like that, can we really act so distant?” 

Yue Chan truly wanted to beat him black and blue. After calming down with difficulty, her spotlessly 

white and beautiful jade-like appearance gradually restored her collectedness. After fixing her hair, she 

released a sneer before saying, “Witch, don’t think that I don’t know about your evil intentions. You are 

trying to use the little Stone.” 

“How long has it been, yet you are already intimately calling him little Stone[1. Shi Hao’s surname Shi 

means stone]? Our fairy that had always stood above the common mortals understands how to show 

support and protect a lover? This is just too clear! You obviously don’t mean it.” The witch spoke in a 

calm and undisturbed manner amidst the chaos. Then, she spoke out again. “The relationship between 

us is collaborative. Seriously speaking, it might be even more intimate.” 

Then, she spoke words that were utterly shocking. “I am carrying out a young male nurturing project.” 

Pu! 



The tea water that Shi Hao was drinking immediately spat out. This woman truly did and said whatever 

she wanted. She was even more crazy than him! At the very least, he was still trying to influence Yue 

Chan first and then change her. 

“Don’t misunderstand, I just feel like his potential is endless and want to slowly raise him up. In the 

future when the great calamity ends and it will be harder for those from the higher realms to come 

down, he can sweep through the Heaven Mending Sect, Western Sect, and the others.” The witch spoke 

calmly, explaining her young male nurturing project. n-.O𝓥𝑬𝓵𝔟1n 

Yue Chan shook her head, not believing her at all. 

The witch sent Shi Hao a message and said, “That woman is extremely unordinary. Under normal 

circumstances, she definitely couldn’t be captured. Her true strength is extremely frightening, and at 

worst, she can also use the realm shattering divine symbol to flee. I fear that she is harboring evil 

thoughts and trying to probe into your Kun Peng technique, as well as the reason behind why you were 

able to rise so quickly to power. She is extremely dangerous, and you have to be careful.” 

Shi Hao’s eyes flowed with divine light. After this initial period of contact, he felt as if both women 

weren’t easy to deal with. He couldn’t believe any of their words. 

He smiled and sent a message back, saying, “Nothing to worry about. Having someone to serve upon 

you is something truly delightful. Isn’t that something quite good? This is just like a real life play. Having 

a fairy as a wife is truly wonderful.” 

Chapter 478 - Lower Realm Forbidden Existence 

Purple energy came from the east. Lightning interweaved, and the entire central heavenly palace was 

submerged. The sound of thunder suddenly rang out, causing the people to feel greatly shaken. 

If not for a divine magical formation protecting this place, no matter how magnificent this enormous 

palace was, it would still be turned into ashes. Golden symbols flowed everywhere, blocking the 

thunderstorm and dispelling these attacks. 

Inside the great hall, Shi Hao’s entire body was scorched black like charcoal. He was studying the Suan Ni 

precious technique, trying to manipulate the lightning that was known to be one of the highest in attack 

power. As a result, the electric radiance flew everywhere chaotically. 

This was a true heavenly ranked archaic vicious beast’s most powerful precious technique, as well as 

Stone Country’s country guarding divine ability. Its power was endless, far greater than all of the 

descendant techniques he received before. 

He was always studying it these days, and had already made shocking progress. However, in order to 

thoroughly comprehend it to the point of perfection, he still needed more time and experience. 

The inside of the heavenly palace was the most suitable place for cultivation. Not only was there plenty 

of vital energy, there were also divine formations protecting this place. He didn’t have to worry about 

destroying this place no matter what type of tests he carried out. 



Pi pa noises sounded. The bones all over Shi Hao’s entire body released sounds, and a layer of skin was 

shed. The scorched blackness retreated. When one reached his level of power, these types of injuries 

could be quickly recovered from. 

In addition, there was a spiritual pond in the heavenly palace, and inside, spring water flowed about. 

This liquid was extremely beneficial to the body. Shi Hao used the spiritual spring to cleanse himself, and 

then he switched into a clean set of clothes. He then entered a state of meditation again to carefully 

analyze the lightning dao divine ability. 

“The lightning of spring will come, and I will need to enter the clouds to carefully study the natural 

lightning dao of this world. Only then can I quickly comprehend the Suan Ni precious technique.” Shi 

Hao said to himself. 

In addition, he also wanted to take advantage of a great opportunity. Not only did lightning possess 

destructive force, it also contained a thriving vitality. There was lightning tribulation liquid inside that 

was absolutely invaluable. 

In the past when he studied in the Heaven Mending Pavilion, a single drop of lightning tribulation liquid 

was known as a great treasure. There would be a swamp of this lightning liquid each time in the 

lightning, and if he could obtain it, then he could use it to baptize his body and further advance his path 

in the dao. It would provide endless benefits! 

However, those types of things were extremely rare and difficult to obtain. Even those with high levels 

of cultivation might not obtain any, because at that time, the power of lightning could erupt at any time. 

When he finished cultivating, Yue Chan stepped in, her white clothes untainted by a speck of filth. She 

looked intelligent and otherworldly, as if she was a figure that walked out from a picture scroll. She held 

a jade plate with fragrant leaves atop it. 

If those outside knew that the Heaven Mending Sect’s fairy was serving a man like this, they would 

definitely go mad. How could something like this happen? It was just too dreamlike. 

The witch already left for several days. She felt like there were going to be great world-shaking changes 

that were about to take place, so she was going to make preparations. 

Fairy Yue Chan brought over a snow white towel for Shi Hao to wipe his face with. She was extremely 

obedient, truly like a competent maid as she stood by his side. 

Of course, inside, she was still arrogant and wouldn’t surrender herself. Right now, she was only doing 

this for this powerful youth due to the circumstances. There wasn’t much she could to to resist his 

demands. 

No one had ever dared to treat her so rudely before, yet right now, the situation was truly rough. As a 

captive, if she fought back intensely, she might suffer even more. 

After drinking a cup of fragrant tea, Shi Hao lowered the jade cup and turned around to look at the 

unmatched beauty beside him. With a smile, he said, “Are you staying at my side to obtain the Kun Peng 

technique?” 



The otherworldly immortal-like Yue Chan’s beautiful eyes blinked. She opened her brightly colored red 

lips to say something, but then she suddenly released a scream. 

Pa! 

It was because on her full and ample bottom, a hateful hand had slapped down, and it even stopped 

there. This type of harassment made her furious and her face completely red. n𝓸𝒱𝑒.𝐋𝐛-1n 

If the outside world saw this expression, they would definitely be stupefied. Such a thing had never 

happened before. 

Fairy Yue Chan’s hands tried to move away the hand that stopped on her bottom. This was just too 

ridiculous! At the same time, she felt a painful heat below her body. She was both in pain and numb 

from the slap. This type of feeling was truly terrible, yet it was happening to the fairy’s body. 

Shi Hao did not withdraw his hand and continued to hold it on top. At the same time, his eyes lit up, 

releasing two terrifying streaks of divine radiance that entered between Yue Chan’s eyebrows. 

He did that purposely to agitate the Heaven Mending Fairy and divert her attention. Then, he would use 

the opportunity to search through her sea of consciousness and pry into her mind. 

Fairy Yue Chan’s body couldn’t move. After suffering this hidden attack, her mind immediately became 

absent-minded; his plan was actually successful. 

Her divine will was powerful and couldn’t be completely confined. If he truly invaded into her sea of 

consciousness, then he would inevitably encounter her full force struggle. However, this time, Shi Hao 

was able to break through. 

Without a doubt, the Heaven Mending Sect fairy’s sea of consciousness was a forbidden area. There 

were astonishing secrets here. Apart from her origins, there was the Heaven Mending Technique, True 

Dragon precious technique, and many other secrets. 

If any of these secrets were exposed to the world, it would cause a great disturbance. 

“Success?” Shi Hao was shocked to find that he was actually successful. 

Suddenly, his expression changed. He encountered an enormous pair of golden gates before him that 

were tightly closed and difficult to open. This should be the true root location. 

The area he broke into earlier wasn’t of much value. This was the most holy area, fairy Yue Chan’s holy 

forbidden area. 

“How could these enormous golden gates possess divine aura?” Shi Hao was extremely shocked. What 

was going on? There was a tremendous force protecting this place that made him become more vigilant. 

Shi Hao proceeded and pushed against those golden gates. As expected, they were tightly shut and 

impregnable. All of the secrets were protected. 

“Open for me!” 

Shi Hao exerted force, and the small figure formed out of his divine senses utilized the Kun Peng 

technique to forcefully open these doors. 



Honglong! 

Finally, the golden doors began to sway, and a gap was actually opened by him! At the same time, there 

was a sacred golden energy that surged outwards that was incredibly vast and powerful. 

He felt that something was wrong. This was the other party’s sea of consciousness, and Yue Chan was 

fighting on home ground, possessing superiority here. If he barged in, there might be danger. 

It was because right now, this was no longer a surprise attack. The other party definitely made some 

preparations. 

“This power…” Shi Hao was shocked. Right now, the willpower he felt was extremely powerful. There 

were hints of divine aura, and they flowed with sparkling radiance. 

He had a feeling that fairy Yue Chan was definitely an incredible noble girl from the higher realms. Her 

status was terrifyingly high. There might have been power left by another to protect her primordial spirit 

in her sea of consciousness. 

“Something isn’t right. This is also like the power she produced herself. Exactly what kind of opportunity 

has she obtained? Why is there the aura of a deity?” Soon after, Shi Hao’s expression changed. 

He pushed against the golden gates again, widening the crack and looked inside. In the depths of the 

sacred sea of consciousness, there was an endless golden sea. A tremendous immortal palace was 

suspended within, and there was a girl sitting with her legs crossed inside, as if she was asleep. Her 

golden body was holy and perfect just like a deity. 

Even though this figure was rather hazy, she looked incomparably holy. Her figure was tall and slender, 

perfect to the point of making others cry out in astonishment. 

“Something isn’t right.” Shi Hao’s mind trembled. He backed up a bit and allowed the golden doors to 

shut. He did not try to forcefully enter. 

Multicolored light flickered. Shi Hao withdrew and returned to his original body. Yue Chan remained 

momentarily absent-minded, but she was awake again as well. She couldn’t help but cry out in fear, 

because the hand that was on her bottom was still there. 

Pa 

Shi Hao slapped on top, and only then did he withdraw. He looked at her again and again. She really 

wasn’t simple after all. If he didn’t carefully observe her, he truly might have overlooked this. 

However, he wasn’t scared. This was still pointless. A beautiful woman at one’s side was a truly 

wonderful thing, and it would cultivate one’s tastes. It wasn’t something bad. 

Fairy Yue Chan didn’t say anything and withdrew. Her sparkling jade-like expression continuously 

changed. She truly wanted to step on Shi Hao’s feet, but right now, she couldn’t do that. 

“Yue Chan, the time between us is pressing. When can we enter the bridal room?” Shi Hao lazily asked. 



He felt that no matter what type of secrets the other side had, he could deal with them in an unhurried 

manner. The false play might come true if she wasn’t careful, and the fairy would be brought back to 

Stone Village. At that time, she will definitely draw gasps of surprise. 

“There is a supreme goddess in her sea of consciousness. How strange…” 

“What are you muttering?” Yue Chan asked. 

“Nothing much, I’ll just take a fairy as my wife and let the goddess cry. Come, fairy, give me a hug,” Shi 

Hao laughed and said, opening his arms before walking forward to embrace her. 

“I am going to make tea!” This time, fairy Yue Chan was incomparably agile as she bent down to escape. 

Then, she moved her long and slender jade-like legs to quickly flee out from the heavenly palace. 

“Haha…” Shi Hao laughed loudly in a carefree manner. Making fun of a sect’s fairy was actually so 

interesting. 

Kacha! 

Suddenly, an explosion erupted between heaven and earth. A thick streak of lightning tore through the 

air, ripping apart the heavens. 

“The lightning of spring has come! I should go and cultivate the Suan Ni precious technique to perfect it. 

However, won’t this delay my wedding night?” Shi Hao sighed. 

However, soon after, he noticed that something wasn’t right. The lightning was too great, and it was still 

lengthening. It seemed to have filled the entire world. 

Could it be that the three sects’ cultivators came to attack again? He already waited for many days, yet 

he didn’t see any signs of activity from the other party. This didn’t seem quite like it either. 

Right at this moment, the little pagoda that went out to investigate in the wasteland region returned, 

emerging from a passageway that flowed with both yin and yang energies into the heavenly palace. 

“Something great is descending!” The little pagoda said. 

“The characters from above are finally coming down?!” Shi Hao was astonished. 

“Correct. I already sensed the incoming disaster. A taboo existence that has exerted its terror 

throughout the ages is about to fall!” The little pagoda was extremely serious. 

This was as nine-colored streak of lightning. Its aura was terrifying, and it possessed the energy of primal 

chaos. It covered the heavens, forming a scene that was so vast it was intimidating. The entire heavenly 

sky seemed to have shattered. 

This streak of lightning came quickly but also departed quickly. 

However, the pressure it brought about did not fade away. It was clearly that someone had broken 

through the wall between realms and was currently descending from another realm with difficulty. This 

existence was going to appear in the wasteland region. 



“What do we do? Should we ask the Willow Deity for help? During a crucial point, you guys can work 

together.” Shi Hao asked. 

“We are just watching a play.” The little pagoda’s words were overcast. It knew how serious the 

situation was. If one tried to pursue the natural laws and seize an opportunity now, they would most 

likely be throwing their own lives away. 

Its entire body shone, but it was isolated from this great world, preventing traces of its existence from 

being leaked into the world. Then, it opened an ancestral altar in the imperial palace and used it to 

monitor the world. 

From just this point alone, one could see how heaven defying the little pagoda was. With just a bit of 

work over the altar, it could already scour the entire wasteland region to search for the individual who 

came from the higher realms. 

First, he used the ancestral altar to observe Fire Nation Capital, which had become ruins. Here, a nine-

colored streak of lightning surged, shattering the heavens. An enormous foot trampled down with 

difficulty. 

Shi Hao was extremely shaken. That foot was just too enormous, even larger than the clouds and 

covered the heavens! Nine-colored lightning could be seen below it, and endless chaotic mist 

accompanied it. Its divine might was matchless. 

“It came for the supreme divine treasury!” The little pagoda said in an extremely serious manner. 

Then, the scene changed again. It began to look at another region, and this was precisely the medicine 

capital. 

Several hundred li outside the medicine capital, there was a valley where a dao rhythm rumbled. The 

world was resonating, and chaotic energy surged. An immortal root was shining, and sutras were being 

chanted. 

“This thing is going to come into being. I don’t know what kind of existence it has summoned. This is 

originally the first divine root in the higher realms!” The little pagoda became even more serious. 

Hong! 

As soon as it finished speaking, the heavens shattered like glass. A large purple hand covered the 

skies,and primal chaos surrounded it as it reached downwards! 

Chapter 479 - Great Figures 

The great calamity descended gain. No one expected it to come so suddenly. The second great change 

was taking place! 

Based on what the little pagoda said, coming down from the higher realms was extremely difficult. This 

was a restriction set by this world’s natural laws, as well a limitation placed by the great inheritances of 

the higher realms. If one tried to forcefully descend, one could easily die. 

Under these ruthless and severe great dao regulations, it was a bit better for those with relatively lower 

cultivations, but for those that were more profound, the effects of these regulations were tremendous. 



As for a taboo existence or the most powerful deities, this effect was even greater. This was for the sake 

of protecting the lower realm’s creatures. 

When strength surpassed a certain point, once they left this realm, returning wouldn’t be easy. Only by 

paying one’s price in blood and vitality could one have a chance of success. 

As such, not even a forbidden existence would easily descend into the lower realm. The amount of 

power they would have to resist was unimaginable, so they could only wait from the ancient times until 

now when the laws were weakened and the great dao’s trajectory was displaced in order to grab this 

opportunity and achieve their goal. 

Kacha 

The screen of the altar released an ear-splitting sound. It then became blurry before directly shattering. 

“What powerful energy!” Shi Hao sighed in admiration. 

The distance between themselves and the Fire Nation was extremely distant, to the point where an 

ordinary person could not cross it even if they used their entire life to try and walk there. However, a 

wave of power like this was actually transmitted through the ancestral altar. 

“This is a widespread attack done to destroy all scouting systems. This existence does not want anyone 

to see its true body,” said the little pagoda. 

It rearranged everything, and the ancestral altar regained its simple and peaceful appearance. On top of 

the surface emerged a transparent puddle, and it turned into a mirror that once again projected the 

current scene. 

Nine-colored lightning shone brightly. The heavens split apart as the sole of an enormous foot almost 

reached the ground, causing mountains and rivers to collapse. A large area was destroyed in an instant. 

Shi Hao was overwhelmed with shock as he watched through the ancestral altar. Even though there was 

such a tremendous distance separating this scene and himself, he could still feel the boundless and 

supreme dignity, as well as it destructive force. 

This type of divine might was too great! It was almost as if the wasteland region could not support it! 

The ground began to split apart, and the cracks began to widen. The canyons and abyss that formed 

continuously stretched into the distance. The magma underneath the earth surged. It was as if the end 

of the world was descending. 

That power could not be stopped. It engulfed all directions, and endless primitive mountains ranges 

turned to ruin. 

“A taboo existence has descended into the lower realm. That type of power is incomparable, and 

nothing could resist it. Only when its true body completely descends can everything be stabilized again,” 

said the little pagoda. 

Shi Hao revealed a shocked expression and said, “Your tone seems rather downcast, as if it contains 

endless sorrow…” 



Hong! 

Heaven fell and earth cracked apart. This was a silver-colored creature that was incomparably huge. The 

heavens collapsed, and it truly descended. Its body shone with resplendent light, illuminating the the 

land and the heavens. 

However, it was still impossible to make out its true appearance. It was just too bright and resplendent. 

This type of aura surged and roiled like a tsunami or a river of stars as it battered through the wasteland 

region. 

It was a human shaped creature! 

Apart from this, it was hard to make out anything else, so it was impossible to discern its appearance. 

The silver robe on its body was like metal. It was bright and dazzling as it illuminated the clear skies. 

Too powerful. Shi Hao had never met this type of existence before. Perhaps only the Willow Deity or the 

little pagoda could match it in force. Otherwise, this world simply didn’t have this type of power. 

n𝚘𝒱𝑬(𝓁𝒃(1n 

Shi Hao revealed a worried look. “If this individual decided not to leave for a while, what would 

happen?” 

The little pagoda said, “Even though the taboo existence came down, the amount of time he spends in 

this world won’t be too long, or else there will be a huge problem. If he insists on staying here for a long 

time, then he will have to first cut down his own foundation and start over from the beginning.” 

When Shi Hao heard this, he was inwardly moved. He thought of the Willow Deity, and then he looked 

at the little pagoda. He also recalled the chaotic divine disk he saw in the Void God Realm. They were all 

somewhat lacking. 

“In this world, opportunities only come a few times. As endless amounts of time pass, they will at most 

only be able to descend three or four times. After that, they will have to wait again.” 

“Another supreme existence has descended!” Shi Hao’s eyes were bright and shining. He deeply felt 

how terrifying the sect masters of the higher realms were. 

This wasn’t like the master of a rich and powerful lower realm family, and instead a truly high existence 

of a dao creed’s highest existence. This was an individual that had truly lived through endless years and 

was known to be a taboo existence. 

Lightning hacked about, and the vast sky was shattered. A golden figure emerged that reached high into 

the clouds. It towered in the boundless world, as if it had existed forever. 

He wore a long golden robe. On his head was a crown, and when his eyes opened and closed, it was as if 

two great suns were blinking in and out of existence. A terrifying aura overflowed into the heavens. 

Unfortunately, due to the mist curling about, his true appearance couldn’t be clearly seen. 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but release a sigh. This individual seemed just like the king of deities that 

established heaven and earth. While surrounded in primal chaos, it was too difficult to appraise its 

depth. 



“Sure enough, this fellow is still alive… He also came down.” The little pagoda said softly. 

In that area, a mountain torrent erupted, magma surged, and the great earth began to collapse. The 

scene was utterly shocking, as if the life of this world had reached its end. 

Under this scene of annihilation, Fire Nation Capital turned into ruins and was on the verge of collapse. 

However, it unexpectedly didn’t disappear. Waves of haze began to rise, making it appear rather 

indistinct. 

Finally, the great figure from the higher realms stabilized the divine force and steadied this world. The 

mountain torrents, magma, and various others were stopped, and then he began to shrink in size, 

appearing in front of the ruins. 

However, that type of aura that could suffocate the nine heavens was still present. It was like the 

highest deity that intimidated the both the heavens above and the earth below for all of eternity! 

“Wu, these two fellows have lived for an endless amount of time. It’s been long enough, and it seems 

like even old lives will come to an end. They hurried over as soon as possible to search for the legendary 

opportunity. It seems like they found the proper place during the search last time,” the little pagoda 

said. 

With a flash, the bodies of two figures disappeared into the ruins. 

Suddenly, a silver stream poured down in torrents. The large expanse of whiteness illuminated the nine 

heavens and also cascaded into the ruins. 

This was a creature without a corporeal body. It was just a streak of light, yet it was extremely terrifying. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, in those ruins, an enormous claw reached out, smashing apart the great earth. It was vast and 

boundless, and several hundreds of thousands li of land around it caved inwards. 

“A tortoise!” 

Shi Hao saw clearly that it was an absolutely enormous turtle. With a single strike, the boundless world 

began to collapse. 

The only thing to be glad about was that there were natural laws that did not allow these extreme levels 

of power to appear in this realm. It disintegrated those fluctuations and restrained the boundless divine 

might. 

“Could it be that the supreme divine treasury on the tortoise’s back is truly a treasury?” Shi Hao was 

astonished. Even though he was tempted, there was nothing he could do. He could only watch this 

‘play’. 

That was the world’s greatest giant’s resistance. It didn’t matter how many creatures went up, it would 

all be useless. With a snap of a finger from existences on that level, endless creatures would turn into 

ashes. 



“It’s fake.” A sound rang out. When Shi Hao turned around, he discovered that the Willow Deity had 

appeared. 

It was still mysterious and hazy. Strands of light revolved around it, and on every ring of light sat a deity 

that prostrated itself in worship. 

Within the formlessness, there was a boundless and distant great dao profoundness that affected his 

senses. There were also waves of sacrificial chants being made that shook the heavens and stars. 

Shi Hao was extremely happy to be able to see the Willow Deity again. He released a breath of relief. He 

didn’t have to worry about much anymore. 

Hong! 

When the Willow Deity’s words just ended, the image on the ancestral altar changed. One could clearly 

see that in the ruins, sword energy overflowed into the heavens and chaotic energy surged chaotically. 

“Third Killing Formation!” The little pagoda cried out in alarm. Even something as powerful as itself was 

astonished, feeling a wave of horror. 

“Why is it ranked?” While Shi Hao was stirred up, his heart was also full of curiosity. Towards this grade 

of existence, he was extremely interested and wanted to understand them. 

In the eyes of the Willow Deity and the little pagoda, they felt that the situation was extremely grim. The 

killing energy that was being released was world-shaking and related to the higher realms and eight 

regions’ futures. Meanwhile, in Shi Hao’s eyes, there was more amazement. 

It was because of a difference in how high they stood. The Willow Deity and little pagoda’s expressions 

were grave as they carefully observed everything. 

“The so-called Third Killing Formation is the higher realms’ third most powerful great formation since 

the sky was opened.” The little pagoda spoke in a quiet voice. 

It was called the third, but it didn’t necessarily mean that it was weaker than the two before it. This was 

a natural formation for splitting open the heavens and earth, symbols that naturally emerged. The 

formation diagram was discovered by later generations and not man-made. As such, its power was 

difficult to imagine. 

As expected, primal chaos and sword energy gathered in that area. It was definitely not a normal type of 

killing intent. Together with the power to open the skies, it rushed into the heavens and hacked towards 

the world beyond. Hazy mists surrounded that area. 

Pu! 

In the ruins below, bloody light splashed outwards and surged violently through the great earth. 

The Willow Deity was silent. The little pagoda was glad that it wasn’t the one that hopped into this trap 

and that it was a higher realm taboo existence that fell instead. 



“With a single battle, another taboo existence whose name had existed throughout the ages has fallen. I 

wonder if these types of existences are about to completely fade away.” The little pagoda seemed to 

take joy after seeing such disaster befall another. 

Shi Hao could only watch what was happening. Even the Willow Deity was watching this battle, not 

willing to get involved. 

“What exactly is there in the supreme divine treasury?” Shi Hao asked. He really wanted to know. 

“The central piece of the True Primordial Record,” answered the Willow Deity. 

“Ah?” Shi Hao was greatly shocked. 

“What you studied was the upper piece, known as Divine Guidance. Some of the taboo existences have 

seen it, and as a result, they are all interested in the middle piece,” said the Willow Deity. 

“Divine Guidance…” This was the first time Shi Hao learned of this. What he possessed was just a portion 

of a whole. He then inquired about the name of the middle piece. 

“The middle piece is called Transcendence,” said the Willow Deity. In addition, it informed Shi Hao that 

it should be preserved inside the Supreme Palace. Outsiders have always wanted to obtain it, but they 

have always failed to do so. 

“Then what about the lower piece?” Shi Hao hurriedly asked. 

“No one has ever seen the lower piece. The True Primordial Record is similar to the Third Killing 

Formation, they are both things that emerged when the world was created. However, no one has 

obtained the lower piece,” the Willow Deity said. 

Shi Hao was speechless. His mind was indescribably shaken. 

The upper piece, Divine Guidance, was brought by the Willow Deity into Stone Village. Otherwise, how 

could Shi Hao have seen it? He immediately sank into a state of contemplation. He never saw any 

profound great dao inside, yet there was some type of miraculous force contained within. 

Could it be that he didn’t completely comprehend it? Shi Hao frowned. It seemed like he had to go back 

and carefully study it again. 

“There are no problems with your comprehension of the upper piece. When the opportunity comes… it 

will eventually be obtained.” The words the Willow Deity spoke were rather mysterious. 

Chi 

Suddenly, the world rumbled with noise. In the northern sea, a great halberd rose, bringing with it 

heaven overflowing killing intent that possessed power that shook both past and present. It tore 

through the air and rushed towards the great earth. 

“That’s… Eternity, one of the ten archaic weapons!” Shi Hao cried out in alarm, recognizing it 

immediately. He had seen it before in the Northern Sea. 

It had separated into three parts, but when it reformed, there was no sign of damage. It seemed to 

crush down with the power of a world as it suppressed downwards. 



This great halberd was too terrifying. It had chaotic energy swirling about it that suppressed everything. 

Its slaughtering power has shocked the world both past and present. The heavens trembled as it entered 

the ruins. 

“Kun Peng… Don’t tell me that it is still alive?” Even the little pagoda cried out in alarm. It was extremely 

shocked. 

You have to understand that back then, it had entered the Kun Peng nest with Shi Hao and searched 

through that place’s secrets. 

Shi Hao was similarly astonished. The events that happened today were astonishing! Even the Kun 

Peng’s magical artifact appeared. It directly hacked down towards the divine treasury inside the ruins as 

if it carried a tremendous grudge. 

With a pu sound, bloody light flickered about, shooting from the earth into the heavens. Silver blood 

shone resplendently in an especially striking manner. 

Chapter 480 - Battle Between Giants 

The Kun Peng is still alive? When this possibility entered their minds, not only was Shi Hao stupefied, 

even the little pagoda was speechless. The Willow Deity’s expression became incomparably grave. 

This was definitely an unrivalled expert who ruled over the world without exception. Even if the giants 

from the higher realms came down, they would still pay dearly and suffer a great disaster. 

“Something’s wrong. It is just a will of regret. That great halberd Eternity brought about that divine 

might on its own,” said the little pagoda. 

With a hong sound, rocks soared into the clouds! 

The great halberd smashed apart the ruins and rapidly shot out, not staying in place for too long. The 

blade of the halberd had silver blood sticking to it, producing a ghastly sight. The entire weapon was 

dyed in silver brilliance and awe. 

It tore through the air and left, disappearing without a trace. 

At the same time, a silver figure emerged from the ground. It was almost sliced into two. It wanted to 

break free, but in the end, the Third Killing Formation displayed its might. Chaotic sword radiance swept 

outward, and it released a miserable shriek. Its entire body was covered in wounds and was almost 

hacked to pieces, forcing it to fall back inside again. 

When the great halberd Eternity made its move, this formation was completely revived, becoming even 

more terrifying. Chaotic energy surged and killing light overflowed into the heavens, causing even the 

sun, moon, and stars to tremble in response. 

“The Kun Peng possesses such great resentment! Could it be that its death back then was related to 

these individuals?” The little pagoda said to itself. 

Shi Hao was also a bit stupefied. Could it be the Kun Peng that did this? That shouldn’t be the case! It 

had already died in the archaic era, and its will couldn’t have brought about all of this, right? Right now, 

it was most likely just a will of regret that had been awakened, a will that was likely to fall apart soon. 



Shi Hao originally thought that it was the Sky Severing Sect’s doing, but now that seemed unlikely. 

“Could it be her?” Shi Hao thought of someone, the woman who folded those paper boats. He still 

remembered how she used her own blood to write those bleak and melancholic words. 

“I am the only one left…” 

Shi Hao became a bit scared, and all types of complicated thoughts turned in his head. He couldn’t make 

a good guess at all. He knew too little. 

Hong! 

The world was boundless, and the ruins collapsed. Primal chaos surged, and this place became a hazy 

area. It was difficult to see anything clearly. 

“Let’s observe another area.” The little pagoda controlled the ancestral altar and brought about that 

valley outside the Medicine Capital. 

As soon as the image changed, another blinding light emerged, beautiful and astonishing. The valley was 

covered in a boundless expanse. There was currently a great battle taking place, and formations were 

being broken. 

“Ninth Killing Formation!” The little pagoda’s heart jumped, feeling a wave of horror. These formations 

could kill even groups of deities in the higher realms, yet they emerged one after the other in two 

different places. It was utterly terrifying. 

However, this killing formation was quite a bit inferior to the Third Killing Formation. 

“Such a bitter struggle. What exactly are they trying to accomplish? Are they trying to offer themselves 

as sacrifices for that first spiritual root?” The little pagoda adjusted the ancestral altar to make the 

image more clear. 

A great decisive battle was currently happening there. Primal chaos pervaded the air and symbols were 

everywhere, as if they were the stars of the universe. Every inch of space was covered in divine symbols 

and circling with unrivalled might. 

Shi Hao sighed. The hundred or so formations he saw back then had long collapsed, and the valley 

magnified in size. It had stretched to a range of several hundreds of thousands of li in size. 

This was a shocking type of method, one that used formations to constrain such a vast amount of land 

to nurture a spiritual root. Today, these divine formations were broken, and the great earth was 

restored to its original state. 

However, there was a unique killing formation at the center that released chaotic energy. It should be 

the Ninth Killing Formation the little pagoda was talking about! 

There were several humanoid figures fighting at close quarters. Every strike they released could shatter 

several hundred thousand li of earth, containing enough power to hack down the stars. However, this 

boundless and immeasurable force was being restrained by the killing formation. 

Pu 



One individual fell, dying under the killing formation. However, as a result, it exploded and revealed its 

original body. It was not of the human race. With a loud bang, a small hole was blasted open in the 

formation. 

However, the light and blood that was released from its explosion did not scatter. It quickly flowed in 

reverse, entering that piece of earth. Then, the spiritual root at the center released light, as if it was 

absorbing the endless divine force and essence energy. 

“So ruthless. This was a murderous trap that awaited those who came to steal the spiritual root. The 

intruders would then be killed and used as sacrifice for this first spiritual root, allowing it to restore its 

former spirituality,” said the Willow Deity with a sigh. 

A taboo existence actually became the first spiritual root’s nourishment. This truly was a bit lamentable. 

“The range is several hundred thousand li. It was originally the location of the wasteland region’s divinity 

and could produce a few true deities, yet in the end, all of the divine essence was absorbed by the first 

spiritual root,” said the little pagoda. It revealed a heavy expression. 

The individual who could possess the higher realms’ first spiritual root and plant it here was without a 

doubt one who possessed extreme power, a person that was terrifying to a somewhat horrifying level. 

That person was confident and didn’t fear that someone else would take it away, even laying down a 

killing trap to kill the taboo existences. 

However, the formation was already broken. The two individuals fighting over the first spiritual root 

rushed outwards, one before the other. One of them had taken action, plucking the spiritual root from 

the ground before flying outwards. 

Dang… A great bell rang in a long and drawn out manner, shaking heaven and earth. A dao bell flew over 

from beyond the heavens and descended. It was ancient and mysterious. Profound mysteries of the 

great dao flowed about it endlessly. 

The sound of the bell shook the wasteland region, as if it could oppose time to resonate with the archaic 

and ancient times, possessing the strength of these eras. 

“Damn it! It finally appeared again.” The little pagoda cursed. 

Even the Willow Deity revealed an extremely grave expression. 

The wave of sound this great bell released rippled outwards. It appeared to be rather soft and gentle, 

but it affected the stability of space itself as it struck towards those two humanoid creatures. 

With a hong sound, the valley collapsed. Hundreds of thousands of mountains and rivers turned into 

ashes. Only a stalk of spiritual root and two giants stood there; everything else had been destroyed. 

“This bell is so terrifying!” Shi Hao was horrified. 

“If something didn’t happen to me, you think it would be allowed to act like this?” The little pagoda was 

rather discontent. 

“It isn’t the dao bell that is acting fiercely, but rather the one controlling it,” said the Willow Deity. 



It was clear that the dao bell’s owner was also the original owner of the first spiritual root, and was at 

this time revealed. This person wanted to kill another one of these giants and use it to nourish the first 

spiritual root. 

The two individuals were naturally furious. They displayed their great divine ability to resist the bell’s 

fluctuations and slaughter into the heavens. 

Bo! 

Blood splashed out from one of these individuals’ shoulders. The soundwave of the bell tore through his 

defense, almost blasting half his body apart. The dao bell possessed its user’s power as well, so it was 

currently terrifyingly powerful. 

Weng. Above the heavens, radiance erupted again. A chaotic disk that was extremely damaged released 

strand after strand of mist. It quickly rushed over to smash into the dao bell. 

“Did these fellows go crazy? To fight to the death like this, aren’t they worried that this realm might 

collapse?” The little pagoda’s expression changed. Could it be that the sky was really going to be opened 

and the world restarted? 

“It is because they are already at the end of their lifespans and extremely anxious. Right now, they need 

the first spiritual root or the Transcendence piece. Otherwise, they will disappear sooner or later,” said 

the Willow Deity. 

Following a dang sound, the chaotic disk and great bell faced off in the skies. Heaven and earth were 

greatly disrupted, and the two individuals below staggered in retreat. Meanwhile, the dao bell and 

chaotic disk continuously quaked and flew backwards. 

“Yi! Damn, even that fellow came. It was actually controlled by some bastard!” The little pagoda 

continuously cursed. 

In the sky, a damaged pagoda emerged. It swooped towards the great earth to seize the first spiritual 

root. An indistinct figure could be seen residing inside the pagoda. 

Hong! 

The dao bell flew back, and the two giants that were fighting over the spiritual root in the beginning also 

attacked, causing a chaotic battle to erupt over the first spiritual root. 

This place was extremely hazy. Chaotic energy erupted, turning this place into a land of destruction. The 

great battle was incomparably intense. 

“If nothing unexpected happens, it will be seized by the owner of the dao bell. He isn’t worried about 

losing the spiritual root.” The Willow Deity said with a sigh. 

As expected, the final result was that the spiritual root flew towards the dao bell on its own, because 

there was a divine chain around its body. It recognized its owner and returned, dragging the spiritual 

root towards the heavens. 

The others were naturally unwilling to accept this and all took action. 



Bo! 

At this time, a flower bloomed. Dao rhythm rumbled through the air, separating itself from its source 

and directly blasting through the air and fleeing beyond the ninth heaven. 

This outcome exceeded everyone’s expectations. His body was forcefully exposed, one hand grabbing 

the great bell. After locking down that spiritual root, his other hand reached outwards, extending tens of 

thousands of li towards the horizon. 

However, this action was fated to encounter hiderance, and it was hard for it to reap any benefits. The 

others all focused their attacks on him, taking action fiercely. 

Chi 

Suddenly, fluctuations emerged in the nine heavens. A woman had already sat there for a while, waiting. 

Simple and ancient gray clothes covered her body, but she possessed a magnificent style that was 

unmatched. Her immortal appearance was unequalled. 

Her eyes shone, establishing a terrifying passage, evolving the chaotic world and modelling heaven and 

earth. She locked down the fleeing flower and caught it into her hands. 

Dual-pupiled individual, the ancient undefeated legend! That outstanding female had appeared! 

Shi Hao was stupefied. She was actually so brazen, daring to compete against the giants of the higher 

realms, stealing food from the mouths of tigers! It was truly unexpected. 

Shi Hao knew that she was powerful, but he didn’t think that she could fight against the higher realm 

giants in such a desperate battle. This was a bit ridiculous and exceeded his predictions. 

“The girl is still too young. She is not mature enough and will most likely fall,” said the little pagoda. 

“No!” The Willow Deity shook its head. 

The dual-pupiled woman’s body shone, and her entire being shattered the void, directly disappearing 

from this world. That area was thrown into a state of disorder. 

“You can’t leave!” Someone shouted loudly. 

A purple large hand reached out, shattering the void in response to grab the dual-pupil woman. 

Apart from this, there were people who activated divine abilities to drag the dual-pupil woman back. 

There were even others that chanted sutras and curses to link up and cross realms, directly appearing at 

her side. 

The circumstances were dire, but right at this moment, a brilliant luster sparkled. A small black paper 

boat fluttered over, crossing through the void. It stopped here, obstructing that large hand and 

scattering these divine abilities as well as the curses. 

“It’s her… it’s her!” Shi Hao released a strange cry. 

The woman that folded the boats had appeared. It was just a small boat, yet it stopped all of those 

powerful individuals. There was a type of ‘great power’ that reigned supreme above all else. 



Hong! 

The world erupted, and this entire place became chaotic. Everyone took action, some attacking the dao 

bell, others pursuing the dual-pupil woman. A great chaotic war broke out. 

“Let’s go, we should take action!” The willow deity vanished with a flash, disappearing from the imperial 

palace. 

The little pagoda grimaced. Turning into a streak of light, it pierced through the void and followed. 

The two travelled together, and with no one to support the ancestral altar, that image immediately 

vanished, for only a level of existence at that level could operate it. Otherwise, it was difficult for the 

altar to monitor an area so far away. 

Shi Hao was gnawing his teeth like a beggar, but no matter how worried he was, it was pointless. It was 

impossible for him to follow them. He couldn’t even watch the battle now. 

How could it be like this… 

Shi Hao felt helpless. He paced back and forth, trying all types of methods. In the end, however, he still 

could not make that image reappear. 

He stood on a high platform in the imperial palace and gazed into the distance, hoping to gain some 

clues from the world’s chaos. 

“Ah, there are other great figures!” Shi Hao’s scalp felt numb. He truly did end up sensing something. In 

the distant skies, there were heaven moving divine lights that surrounded the boundless Stone Country 

territory. 

He saw an old man with dishevelled hair that sped along, his mouth muttering, “Where is it? Where is 

the thing I am searching for?” 

His head was covered in gray hair, and his eye-sockets were empty, as if he was a walking corpse. He 

directly flew past the imperial palace. That type of tremendous aura was truly shocking. 

Great mountains blocked his path, but he crossed them with a single leap. When his sleeves touched the 

mountain peak, the entire mountain range turned into ruined ashes. 

“What kind of person is this?” Shi Hao’s mind was jumping frantically. 

Half an hour later, an old woman appeared. In her hands was a deep basket, and she was saying to 

herself, “You all can fight over divine objects. Meanwhile, I will pick the earth’s great medicines.” 

She spoke as she flew along. She reached out her hand and caught a spider before throwing it into the 

medicine basket. 

Shi Hao was greatly alarmed. That spider was clearly a supreme expert from the Demonic Spirit Lake, 

one that had escaped the great disaster last time through some unknown methods. However, it was 

now caught just like that. 



Shi Hao’s body became a bit cold. A supreme expert was to be used to as a medicinal ingredient? In 

addition, the two eccentrics both flew over Stone Country’s imperial palace, so they were likely treating 

this place like a medicine garden. It was just that they didn’t discover any mature ‘medicinal plants’ yet. 

“This cage has been plucked clean. I should head for the other seven cages.” The old woman said to 

herself before breaking through this realm and leaving. 

 


